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In 2007, the Department of Energy (DOE) declared the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) a 
National Scientific User Facility (NSUF).  This declaration expanded the focus of the 
ATR to include diversified classes of academic and industrial experiments.  An essential 
part of the new suite of more accurate and flexible codes being deployed to support the 
NSUF is their ability to predict reactor behavior at startup, particularly the position of the 
outer shim control cylinders (OSCC).  The current method used for calculating the OSCC 
positions during a cycle startup utilizes a heuristic trial and error approach that is 
impractical with the computationally intensive reactor physics tools, such as NEWT.  It is 
therefore desirable that shim rotation prediction for startup be automated.  Shim rotation 
prediction with perturbation theory was chosen to be investigated as one method for use 
with startup calculation automation.  A modified form of first order perturbation theory, 
called phase space interpolated perturbation theory, was developed to more accurately 
 
 v 
model shim rotation prediction.  Shim rotation prediction is just one application for this 
new modified form of perturbation theory.  Phase space interpolated perturbation theory 
can be used on any application where the range of change to the system is known a priori, 
but the magnitude of change is not known.  A cubic regression method was also 
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The Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) (Figure 1), which began operation in 1967, is used by 
the Navy to test the effects of intense radiation on reactor material samples.  In 2007 the 
Department of Energy (DOE) declared the ATR a national scientific user facility (NSUF) 
[Allen et al 2010].  This declaration expanded the focus to include diversified classes of 
academic and industrial experiments.  The ATR has nine flux traps each with unique 
capabilities for high flux irradiation.  The separate fuel arrangement achieves a close 
integration between flux traps and fuel because of the serpentine fuel arrangement 
(Figure 1).  Five of the flux traps are almost completely surrounded by fuel and the 
remaining four flux traps are surrounded by fuel on three sides.  The ATR design enables 
large power shifts among the flux traps to be obtained.  Hence, one of the advantages of 
the ATR is the precision with which the power density can be adjusted.  The ATR uses a 
combination of control cylinders that rotate and neck shim rods that withdraw vertically 
to adjust the power.  The 16 control cylinders, which operate in eight pairs, are composed 
of beryllium and are sheathed by plates of hafnium on 120 degrees of their outer surfaces.  
Rotating the control cylinders away from the core will increase the reactor k-eigenvalue, 




Figure 1 The ATR [Allen et al 2010] 
 
Idaho National Lab (INL) is in the process of upgrading their reactor safety analysis to 
include more accurate and flexible models of the ATR.  INL is currently using a two 
dimensional four-energy group diffusion code (PDQWS) which is strongly dependent on 
custom-built cross section sets and has no mesh refinement capability.  NEWT, a two-
dimensional discrete ordinates (Sn) transport code, has been selected as one of the next 
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generation safety analysis codes for modeling the ATR.  Major enhancements must be 
made before NEWT can accurately model the ATR in all plausible configurations.  One 




The ATR currently uses PDQWS, an in-house code, to perform the neutronic safety 
analysis [SAR-153].  One of the biggest concerns with PDQWS is the limitations on 
modeling new shapes or materials because of its fixed grid and highly tuned cross 
sections.  When the ATR became a national user facility, the limited ability to model new 
materials and shapes significantly constrained the experimental scope of the ATR.  
Because of the limited ability to model new materials, it is expected that PDQWS will not 
be able to accurately model the ATR with the new fuel composition.   
 
It is decided that a new suite of codes will be used for the safety analysis of the ATR to 
replace the outdated PDQWS.  One of these, NEWT, is chosen because of its advanced 
cross section generating capability.  NEWT is a two-dimensional discrete ordinates code 
that uses arbitrary geometry.  NEWT is part of the SCALE suite, which the NRC uses for 
confirmatory runs with commercial nuclear power plants [Dehart 2003].  NEWT, in 
conjunction with the SCALE suite, can calculate group cross sections, collapse cross 
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sections to smaller groups, homogenize cross sections while conserving reaction rates, 
and output macroscopic or microscopic cross sections.  The cross sections generated from 
NEWT can then be used in other codes such as Attila, a 3D discrete ordinate transport 
code.   
 
An essential part of the new suite of codes for safety analysis is their ability to predict 
how the reactor will behave at startup.  One of the main jobs of the reactor physics 
analyst is to provide the operators a description and associated tolerances to where the 
outer shim control cylinders (OSCC) should be rotated to obtain criticality with the 
desired spatial reactor power distribution.  At startup, if the location of the shims or 
required power splits are not within the specified tolerance then the reactor is shut down, 
and reactor startup is halted until it can be determined why the model and reactor do not 
match.   
 
The current method used for calculating the OSCC positions during a cycle startup 
utilizes a heuristic trial and error approach.  This trial and error approach has worked well 
in the past because of the low computational time required to solve a four-energy group 
course grid diffusion code.  However, the new reactor physics tools will require more 
computational time because of the large energy groups and discrete ordinates treatment of 
angular dependence.  For example, one forward calculation in PDQWS takes around four 
minutes; however, one forward calculation in NEWT using 44 energy groups, S16 
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angular discretization, Legendre scattering expansion of order 1, and 80,000 cells takes 
around 24 hours on one processor.  It is therefore desirable that shim rotation prediction 
for startup be automated.   
 
Shim rotation prediction with perturbation theory is investigated as one method for use 
with startup calculation automation.  However, it is expected that ordinary first order 
perturbation theory will fail to handle large control system movements.  In this work 
therefore, a modified form of first order perturbation theory, called phase space 
interpolated perturbation theory, is developed to more accurately model shim rotation 
prediction.  Phase space interpolated perturbation theory uses a modified phase space 
interpolated adjoint flux in the perturbed regions by solving the adjoint problem for a 
bounding scenario.  The forward solution is the unperturbed or reference case whereas 
the adjoint, or importance function, is evaluated at an extreme value of a pre-determined 
domain of changes to geometry or composition.  The modified energy and angular 
dependent flux provides a more realistic representation of the perturbed solution.  
However, phase space interpolated perturbation theory requires a priori knowledge of the 
domain of changes being modeled so that they may be bounded by the forward and 
adjoint solutions. 
 
Phase space interpolated perturbation theory fundamentally improves the reactor physics 
modeling capability for optimization and automation calculations.  For example, phase 
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space interpolated perturbation theory can be used to help optimize BWR control rod 
sequencing because the movements of the control rods are known beforehand.  It can also 
be used to approximate the reactivity effects of fuel placement in reactor models instead 
of using the more computational intensive higher order perturbation theory methods.  The 
fuel optimization calculations should work with phase space interpolated perturbation 
theory because the range of composition of the fuel is known beforehand.  Phase space 
interpolated perturbation theory can be applied to any neutron transport code that can 
solve for both the forward and adjoint problems.  In this study, phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory capability is demonstrated for shim rotation prediction of the ATR.   
 
In some neutron transport codes the adjoint cannot be easily obtained.  These codes 
would therefore not be able to use perturbation theory for shim rotation automation.  A 
cubic regression method was therefore developed to automate shim rotation prediction 
without the need for any adjoint solutions. 
 
The next section is a literature review of previous and current methods used for 
automation of reactor physics calculations.  The third chapter describes the development, 
validation, and implementation of perturbation theory developed specifically for use with 
NEWT, which has no internal perturbation theory capability.  The forth chapter contains 
the theory, development, validation, and results from shim rotation prediction with phase 
space interpolated perturbation theory.  The fifth chapter describes the theory, method, 
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implementation, and results from a more standard cubic regression method for shim 
rotation automation.  The final chapter contains the conclusion and describes future work 
needed for improving the ATR physics safety analysis, as well as broader applications of 






For nearly five decades there has been an effort to automate neutronic codes for 
optimization and safety analysis, Stover in 1969 being one of the first papers.  Most of 
the effort has been with the optimizations of reloading schemes for BWR, PWR, and 
CANDU reactors [Turinksy 2005].  Even though the automation of a commercial reactor-
reloading scheme is vastly different from calculating shim rotation prediction of the ATR 
at startup, the theory and tools developed in the past forty years for automation of 
commercial reactors may be applied to the automation of the ATR shim rotation.   
 
The purpose of the automation of commercial codes for PWR and BWR is to calculate 
the best fuel loading and control rod withdrawal sequences that will save the utilities the 
most money while still being able to do the calculations in a relatively short amount of 
time.  However, the nuclear industry is subject to operational and safety restrictions that 
limit and constrain the optimization calculations.  The most difficult part of the entire 
process is the total number of options available.  With the increase of computational 
power and less expensive parallel computing, the nuclear industry has been able to more 
effectively optimize the in core fuel loading pattern while staying within the safety and 
operational constraints.  However, such advanced methods for calculating 1020 to 101000 
possible permutations for each reactor cycle are not needed for shim rotation prediction 




For ATR shim rotation prediction, there are only four continuous parameters with around 
ten constraints.  The four variables for shim rotation prediction are the four groups of 
shim positioning.  The constraints include the desired power splits within a given 
tolerance, the eigenvalue calculation within a given tolerance, and a maximum and 
minimum physical limitation of the shim positions.  In the future, shim rotation 
automation for the ATR will be coupled with fuel loading optimization that could require 
a potential of around 40 factorial, or 1047, permutations just for the placement of fuel.  
These future calculations could greatly benefit from more modern fuel management 
procedures.  Until then, simpler methods for automation can be implemented for the ATR 
reactor physics model.   
 
Before the commercial industry had advanced computational tools and methods, they had 
to rely on simplified automation and optimization procedures.  One of the first 
commercial refueling optimization codes had only twenty-eight different permutations to 
choose from [Carter 2002].  The permutations involved different reloading patterns from 
cycle to cycle.   
 
Initially the fuel engineers used dynamic programming to minimize the cost subject to a 
few constraints such as power peaking and burnup.  Other earlier methods involved direct 
search methods to maximize the cycle length.  Linear programing was used to optimize 
fuel loading in five instead of three loading zones while minimizing the fresh fuel 
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enrichment.  Other authors looked at using variation techniques to locate ideal power 
distribution; linear programming was used to automate these methods.  However many 
heuristic, or experienced-based, restrictions were placed on the fuel core loading to 
reduce the total number of possible permutations.  [Carter 2002] 
 
As it became desirable to optimize on more parameters, the direct search method became 
too time-consuming and was typically only used to fine-tune the results after linear 
programming was used to find an approximate maximum to the solution.  Fine-tuning, 
which also only required small changes, led to evaluations by linear perturbation theory.  
The use of perturbation theory allowed the evaluation of even more permutations without 
having to run the time-consuming eigenvalue calculations for every scenario.  [Carter 
2002] 
 
These older and simpler automation methods appear to be more applicable to modeling 
shim rotation for the ATR at startup.  A more detailed review of three particular methods 
will be given with a description on how they can be applied to shim rotation automation: 
• Dynamic programming 
• Linear Programming 




Dynamic programming is an optimization procedure typically used in business or in 
commerce.  It was also one of the first methods for optimization of fuel reloading in 
commercial nuclear reactors [Stover, 1969].  Dynamic programming solves complex 
problems by breaking them down into simpler sub-problems that will allow for a direct 
search for the optimum solution.  With dynamic programming, an NxN dimensional 
problem can be reduced to a set of N by one-dimensional problem.  [Downar 1988]  
Dynamic programming is an accelerated method compared to an exhaustive search but 
can still be very computationally intensive.  Dynamic programming has been applied for 
certain limited loading schemes, but the complexity of the decision vectors with the 
general fuel location matrix lead to the abandonment of this approach.  [Sauar 1971]   
 
Shim rotation prediction for the ATR presently uses a stepwise approach similar to 
dynamic programming for the prediction of startup.  The operational procedures for shim 
rotation prediction at startup are broken down in two main steps.  First, all sixteen shims 
are rotated to the same angular positions while maintaining the reactor critical.  Then the 
shims are rotated in groups of four to maintain the criticality while achieving the desired 
power split in the four lobes.  These procedural requirements make it simpler for 
operators to achieve and maintain criticality.   
 
Another method that was commonly used in initial fuel loading optimization is linear 
programming.  In linear programming, the system and constraint equations are linearized, 
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which allows the implementation of highly effective linear programming algorithms for 
optimization and automation of fuel reshuffling.  This method works well when the 
problems are slightly nonlinear.  Typical an initial guess is provided and successive 
calculations are made until the solution converges.  However, for highly non-linear 
problems the initial guess can significantly change the converged solution because this 
method can only find local maximums/minimums and not a global maximum/minimum.  
[Downar 1988]   
 
In one paper that implemented linear programming for fuel loading optimization the 
authors found that even with 8000 variables and 2000 constraints, optimal refueling 
calculations can be obtained within reasonable time.  They accomplished this by solving 
sub problems of minimizing stage wise consumption of the fresh fuel.  [Suzuki 1971]  
Because the shim rotation prediction has only four variables and around ten constraints, 
linear programming is a desirable method to investigate further to determine if it could be 
easily implemented for the automation process of shim rotation prediction of the ATR at 
startup. 
 
Perturbation theory was another method that was initially used in the past for fuel loading 
optimization.  Perturbation theory has been used for many applications besides 
optimization of fuel loading with the initial application developed by nuclear physicists.  
Wigner was one of the first scientist to apply perturbation theory to reactor physics in a 
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1945 report entitled “Effects of Small Perturbation on Pile Period”[Wigner, 1945].  
Soodak was the one who showed that the adjoint could be considered an importance 
function [Soodak, 1965].  Hurwitz applied perturbation theory to reactivity worth 
[Hurwitz, 1948].  Since this earlier work, eigenvalue perturbation theory has become a 
standard principle taught to nuclear engineers and is included in many fundamental 
textbooks such as Lamarsh, Stacey, and Lewis and Miller.  [Lamarsh, 2002; Stacey, 
2007; Lewis, 1993] 
 
One of the first applications of perturbation theory for optimization of loading patterns 
was presented at an ANS conference in 1973 [Federowicz].  An initial case was solved 
with a forward and adjoint solution and then linear programming, in conjunction with 
perturbation theory, was used to find changes in the reference-loading pattern such that 
the radial power peaking factor was minimized.  The optimization goal was to minimize 
the peaking factor.  The method described in the paper was used for 121 assemblies and 
was found to calculate a peaking factor of 1.17 with an initial value of 2.01 compared to a 
manual search method that only decreased the peaking factor to 1.33.  [Federowicz 1973] 
 
A more advanced utilization of perturbation theory for fuel optimization was described in 
a paper by Mingle [1975].  He used a two-part system where he first used linear 
programming and perturbation theory to minimize cost with a zoned core.  He then 
calculated the shuffling of individual fuel assemblies that would minimize the 
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distribution of the power peaking factor.  Even though he used first order perturbation 
theory that typically does not work well for large changes to a system, he did a final 
check of the results with a forward calculation eliminating the need for using higher order 
perturbation theory.  He also noted that because perturbation theory assumes the flux 
profile remains unchanged the procedure could pick some bad arrangements if too large 
of changes were analyzed.  To prevent these bad arrangements he used heuristic rules, 
such as limiting reactivity changes between incremental steps, to help keep perturbation 
theory in check.  He concluded that perturbation theory allowed for the rapid calculations 
of various fuel management decisions.  [Mingle 1975]. 
 
Ho also used perturbation theory for nuclear fuel management optimization.  In his paper, 
he describes an iterative process of using perturbation theory to find the reload pattern 
that would minimize the peak power.  He would then run a forward and adjoint 
calculation based on optimal solution predicted by perturbation.  He would continue this 
process until he converged on the optimal solution from the forward calculations.  
However, Ho only used this method with depleted fuel because he felt that new fuel 
being shuffled introduced too large of an error with perturbation theory.  [Ho 1982] 
 
There are some limitations with FOPT that require higher methods or a new type of 
perturbation theory to obtain reasonable results, as discussed in a paper from Kropaczek 
et al.  In his paper, he used simulated annealing in conjunction with second order accurate 
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generalized perturbation theory.  He noted that first order perturbation theory lacked 
sufficient versatility to handle large perturbations such as shuffling fresh fuel.  He did 
however use FOPT to calculate the changes in reactivity associated with burnup of the 
fuel once the initial fuel placement was calculated with a combination of simulated 
annealing and second order GPT.  [Kropaczek et al. 1991]   
 
FOPT can be used only to linearly predict the change in reactivity or the eigenvalue of 
the reactor core.  Generalized Perturbation Theory (GPT) can be used to calculate ratios 
of other performance metrics obtained from a critical reactor.  Ratios can include relative 
power in a specified region, relative power in a fuel pin, and reaction rate ratios 
[Williams, 1986].  The disadvantage of using GPT versus FOPT is that GPT requires the 
calculation of the generalized adjoint in addition to the forward and adjoint solution to the 
transport calculation.  The generalized adjoint requires information from the forward and 
adjoint making GPT less optimal to run on parallel computers.  In addition, a different 
generalized adjoint needs to be calculated for each ratio being analyzed.      
 
Generalized perturbation also was an important tool for fuel cycle optimization.  With the 
advent of faster and more computational power the combination of parallelism and GPT 
provides a very exhaustive, fast, and accurate way of sampling the solution space for the 
optimization of fuel cycle reloading patterns as long as the perturbations remain relatively 




In one paper, Kim et al. [2001] were looking at multiple options for future fuel reloading 
of CANDU reactors such as recycled uranium, slightly enriched, mix oxide fuel, and 
direct use of spent PWR fuel (DUPIC).  With all of the different permutations for the 
CANDU reactor design, he wanted to find a way of accelerating the adjustments of the 
zone controller unit (ZCU) after a fuel channel has been refueled.  To do this he 
incorporated a combination of first order perturbation theory, and generalized 
perturbation theory.   
 
The ZCU are vertical cylindrical compartments that consist of fourteen independent light 
water compartments that are located in the core.  When a fuel channel is refueled the 
power level of that zone will change and this change is compensated by the ZCU water 
lever to both maintain the reference zone power and keep the reactor critical.  [Kim 2001] 
 
In Kims paper the FOPT was used to adjust the ZCU to maintain the appropriate 
eigenvalue while GPT was used to renormalize the reference zone power.  In his 
conclusion, he said that the accuracy of the GPT and FOPT method to predict the ZCU 
change upon refueling was acceptable for an approximation of looking at core fuel 




The applications discussed in the Kim et al paper are most closely analogous to the 
capability required for the ATR.  The work considers the maintenance of the eigenvalue 
corrected for power splits by adjusting the water regions, which act very much like to 
rotating shims of the ATR.  The largest difference between CANDU and ATR in this 
regards is that the ATR uses hafnium to control the power whereas the CANDU uses 
light water.  The hafnium will make a much larger change in reactivity then the water and 
first order perturbation theory will most likely not work.  A modified form of 
perturbation theory that can handle larger perturbations will need to be developed before 
a similar method would work with ATR shim rotation prediction.   
 
Kim found first order GPT to provide sufficiently accurate enough results for his purpose.  
However, in another study by the author Moore [1996] found that first order GPT was not 
able to reasonably predict the large perturbations that arising from fresh fuel shuffling 
conditions, even though it could work for spent fuel shuffling.  In his study, he 
demonstrated that even though GPT works well for small perturbations when large 
changes occur other methods or higher order perturbation theory needs to be explored.  
[Moore, 1996]    
 
With the addition of higher order general perturbation theory for small changes, Geemert 
et al. [2001] found that it was possible to converge on the exact solution.  However, he 
did say that the computational cost of using higher order generalized perturbation theory 
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generally paid off only with the evaluation of several thousands of perturbations.  
Palmiotti [1987] was also able to use higher order GPT for both power and reactivity 
reconstruction.  However, he found that for large perturbations he needed to calculate 
around 80 harmonics to get good results.    
 
Generalized perturbation theory could be used to predict the shim rotation needed to 
obtain the desired power splits.  However, this would require four additional generalized 
adjoint solutions in addition to the unperturbed forward and adjoint solution.  In addition, 
the change from shim rotation prediction might be too large such that higher order 
perturbation theory would be needed to accurately predict the shim rotation for the 
desired power split instead of the simplified first order GPT.   
 
According to Palmiotti [1987] over 80 harmonics were needed with higher order 
perturbation theory to get good results.  Even though that was specific for his 
optimization scheme it still shows that using higher order GPT would not be a valuable 
option.  What also makes higher order GPT less attractive is that the core configuration 
changes from cycle to cycle so that all of the initial calculations performed for predicting 
shim rotation would need to be repeated for each reactor cycle.  Generalized perturbation 
theory could be further investigated, but currently does not look as promising as 




In conclusion, there has been a lot of research in the area of automation of reactor 
calculations.  The majority of the research has been specifically for commercial reactors 
but those methods could easily be applied to research reactors.  Newer algorithms used 
for commercial reactor calculation automation work well when the problems are 
nonlinear and there are an excessive amount of available permutations i.e. 10100.  Luckily, 
the excessive number of permutations in commercial fuel loading designs do not apply to 
shim rotation prediction.  However, some of the older methods for fuel loading appear to 
be more promising for automating shim rotation prediction, specifically linear 
programming and first order perturbation theory.  These methods worked relatively well 
when there were few variables and constraints used for optimization.  However, first 
order perturbation theory is expected to fail for shim rotation prediction because of the 
large change.  Handling this large reactivity changes would require either using a higher 
order method of perturbation theory or developing a modified form of FOPT specifically 
designed for shim rotation prediction.  The higher order method of perturbation theory 
requires too many coupled moment equations to be practical and computationally 
efficient; therefore, a modified form of FOPT was investigated for shim rotation 
prediction along with linear programming.  Before a modified form of FOPT can be 
investigated, the typical form of FOPT was developed and benchmarked for a better 




STUDY 1: FIRST ORDER PERTURBATION THEORY 
The purpose of using perturbation theory for modeling the ATR is to predict the change 
in reactivity to the system caused by shim rotations.  From the literature review, it 
appears that first order perturbation theory (FOPT) will not be able to treat accurately 
such a large change to the system.  However, quantifying what constitutes a large change 
in reactivity can be difficult without actually running first order perturbation theory for 
the system being analyzed.  In addition, the results from first order perturbation theory 
can be compared to exact perturbation theory to determine if the changes in reactivity 
will be too large.        
Theory 
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For simplification, the operators To and Po will be defined as: 
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Therefore, the eigenvalue form of the transport equation can be simplified. 





) = Total macroscopic cross section (1/cm)
µn = Cosine of the scattering angle in the x direction
"n = Cosine of the scattering angle in the y direction
#ng (r
!
) = Angular dependent flux
neutron







= Directional vector of the neutron
* = Lambda Eigenvalue
+g = Fraction of neutron born in energy group g
, = Number of neutrons released per fission
! f (r
!
) = Fission macroscopic cross section (1/cm)
G=Number of energy groups
L=Number of lengedre moments
N=Number of angular groups
wp = Angular weighting
!sl (r
!
)k-g = Legendre moment of order l of the scattering cross section from group k to group g 1 / cm( )
Ylm
e = Real part of the Laplace Spherical Harmonics
.̂n = Scattering angle
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The subscript ‘o’ indicates the initial or unperturbed state.  The adjoint of the transport 
equation can also be simplified to Equation 5.  Note that the lambda-eigenvalue for the 
adjoint is the same lambda-eigenvalue used in the forward transport equation.   
 
* * * *
* = adjoint
o o o oPϕ λ ϕΤ =
 [5] 
 
The adjoint has the following property: 
 
* * *, , boundary termA Aϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ= +  [6] 
 
Where < > represent the inner product or the integral overall all direction, energy, and 
space.  For small changes in the system, the transport equation can be written as: 
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As shown in several textbooks [Lewis, 1993; Lamarsh, 2002; Stacey, 2007] under FOPT 

















Also shown in several textbooks [Lewis, 1993; Lamarsh, 2002; Stacey, 2007] exact 
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The difference between exact perturbation theory and FOPT is that exact perturbation 
theory requires the perturbed flux for both the numerator and denominator inner products 
and requires the perturbed fission cross section instead of the unperturbed fission cross 
section in the denominator.  Exact perturbation theory is not useful for most optimization 
schemes because it requires a forward solution for every perturbation.  However, it can be 
useful to calculate the change in reactivity for very small changes eliminating the 
discretization and numerical error [Williams 1986].  
 
 
For reactor calculations sometimes it is desirable to calculate the change in reactivity 
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Equation 10 is the generic form of first order perturbation theory.  What separates the 
discrete ordinate form of the transport equation used in perturbation theory from other 
forms of the transport equation are the operators T and P.  The Pδ  operator for the 
discrete ordinate form of the transport equation is represented as: 
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o = Unperturbed cross section
! f
' = Perturbed fission cross section
G = Number of energy groups
 
 
The Tδ operator can be broken up into three parts: delta leakage, delta total, and delta 
scattering.  The delta leakage terms n x
µ ∂
∂
 and n y
η ∂
∂
are independent of cross sectional 
changes and is therefore equal to zero.  The delta total term is represented as:  
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The perturbation theory code that implemented the above equations is called PertN 
(Perturbation theory for NEWT).  PertN is a perturbation theory wrapper specifically 
developed for NEWT and uses the forward and adjoint solutions along with cross 
sections and other data obtained from the output of NEWT to calculate changes to the 




Figure 2 Implementation of PertN
 
PertN has the ability to solve perturbation theory for FOPT, exact perturbation theory, 
and phase space interpolated perturbation theory.  In addition, PertN can be used to look 
at changes in material densities, fuel composition, and core configuration in addition to 
shim rotation prediction.  The first step with PertN is to run NEWT to solve for the 
forward and adjoint solution.  NEWT can also be used to generate cross section for the 
perturbed problem if FOPT is desired or to run forward solutions of the perturbed 
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problem if exact perturbation theory is desired.  For shim rotation prediction, PertN does 
not need any additional results from NEWT.  The user also needs to provide an input 
deck that is used to tell PertN specifically what type of results the user wants.  The input 
deck allows the user to choose if the code is for shim rotation.  The user also specifies if 
exact perturbation theory is needed in addition to FOPT.  Finally, the user specifies if the 
forward and adjoint calculations used for FOPT were calculated in the same input deck or 
separate input decks.   
 
PertN can be run once the NEWT results and the user input deck has been copied over 
into the working directory.  PertN will read in the user input deck and then get all of the 
cell, material, and the forward and adjoint results calculated with NEWT.  Then 
depending on the user’s input, PertN will either get other cross sections or perturbed 
fluxes.  PertN will then solve for the desired user input and write the results to an Excel-
readable file.  The details of how to run PertN including what is in the user input deck 
can be found in the Appendix B.  
 
Implementing perturbation theory into the computer code requires representing the inner 
product integrals as summations.  Equation 14, Equation 15, and Equation 16, for the 
delta total, delta fission, and delta scattering term respectively represent the discretization 
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To speed up the computer code it is possible to reduce the seven-nested summations 
associated with the scattering term to a five-nested summation by initially solving for the 
two equations below beforehand:  
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The results from these equations are then substituted back into the scattering cross section 
resulting in the five-nested summation scattering term.   
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The above equations are programed into the code PertN.  An important part of 
developing the computer code PertN is to verify the code is working correctly and to 
validate the code is using the correct equations needed for running both FOPT and exact 
perturbation theory.  This process is called verification and validation.   
 
Verification and Validation 
The goal of verification is to establish the numerical accuracy of the code independent of 
the physical model, or more scientifically stated, “it is the process of determining that a 
computational model accurately represents the underlying mathematical model and its 
solution” [Oberkampf, 2002].  Verification can be broken up into three parts: software 
quality engineering, code verification, and solution or calculation verification.  A 





Figure 3 Breakdown of verification for PertN 
 
SOFTWARE QUALITY ENGINEERING 
An essential part of verification is to make sure the results are repeatable through 
documentation and by recording all changes made to the code.  Software quality 
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engineering (SQE) uses the integration of tools and procedures to make all of the changes 
to the code documented concurrently with code development.  The main components of 
SQE for PertN can be seen in Figure 4.   
 
 
Figure 4 Three main components of software quality engineering used for PertN 
 
Documentation of the PertN code for both users and programmers are important to help 
others understand the limits and strengths of the code.  Documentation for PertN was 
developed with the software Doxygen [Heesch, 2011].  Doxygen is a documentation 
generator tool for writing software reference documents.  The documents are written 
within the PertN code making it much easier to keep the document up to date.  This also 
makes the code more readable for future programmers and external verification teams. 
 
Version control is a computer software tool that manages changes to documents, 
programs, and other electronic information.  The version control tool used for PertN is 
Subversion [Collins-Sussman et al. 2011].  In addition to tracking changes to the code, 
subversion makes the results accessible to others by allowing them to check out the most 




Regression testing is used to ensure that any changes to the code have not changed the 
final solution.  Regression testing is accomplished by running a test suite and comparing 
the results to a database of expected values.  Regression testing is accomplished by 
running the test suite every time the code has been modified and committed to the 
repository.  For PertN every time a major change has been made to the code, a python 
script is run for regression testing.  The script runs PertN with multiple benchmarked 
problems and then compares results from the analytical solutions.   
 
SQE tools typically cannot find errors associated with the code, but is used in conjunction 
with the other verification methods to prevent new computational and programming 
errors from being introduced.   
 
CODE VERIFICATION 
The second part of the verification plan for PertN is code verification.  Code verification 
is a comparison of the converge solution towards known “benchmarks”.  The main task 
in code verification is to define the appropriate test problems for evaluating accuracy of 
an algorithm.  The test problems run in the code are then compared against the known 
benchmarks for proper assessment.  The benchmark problems need to be very accurate 
and specific to the type of application used in the code.  The types of benchmarking 
problem in order of desirability are as follows [ASME 2006]: 
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• Exact analytical solution 
• Semi-analytical solution with numerical integration of ODE 
• Highly accurate numerical solution to PDE 
 
There are two types of analytical solutions that are used for code verification: plausible 
but simplified real-world physics problems and manufactured solutions.  The method of 
manufactured solutions is especially useful for a wide variety of highly nonlinear 
problems.  For semi-analytical solutions used for verification benchmarks the analyst 
must be careful to ensure the numerical error has been significantly reduced.  Numerical 
solutions to PDEs are the least reliable for benchmarking purposes.  Extreme caution 
needs to be used to insure that the solution is highly accurate.  In addition, extensive 
documentation on the verification process of the numerical solutions needs to be 
available.  Benchmarking the results from PertN against MCNP5 [Brown, F. et al. 2002] 
would be an example of using a numerical solution for benchmarking purposes.   
 
ANALYTICAL BENCHMARK 
Multiple analytical benchmarks were chosen for code verification of PertN.  The initial 
selection of benchmark came from a Los Alamos report called “Analytical Benchmark 
Test Set for Criticality Code Verification.” [Avneet 2003]. This paper was a compilation 
of analytical benchmarks that were used to benchmark MCNP eigenvalue solutions.  
However, in the documentation and recommended references none of the benchmarks 
had analytical solutions to an adjoint equation.  Therefore, additional work was needed to 
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develop analytical benchmark test sets for perturbation theory verification.  The two 
analytical problems used for perturbation theory verification are as follows: 
• One energy group infinite slab isotropic 
• Two energy group infinite slab isotropic 
One energy infinite slab isotropic: 
The first analytical benchmark that was set up for code verification was the flux and 
eigenvalue solution to an infinite, isotropic, homogenous transport model.  The advantage 
of this scenario is the flux as a function of space is constant so the transport equation can 
be integrated over all space. 
 
t s fφ φ λ ν φ∞Σ = Σ + Σ    [21] 
2Energy and space independent flux [n/cm / ]
Total macroscopic cross section [1/cm]
Scattering macroscopic cross section [1/cm]
Fission macroscopic cross section [1/cm]
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' Perturbed ScenarioN =  
 
The analytical solution for first order and exact perturbation theory can be compared to 
the analytical solution for the change in the eigenvalue to calculate the error exactly.  For 
the one energy group infinite medium benchmark, the analytical solution to first order 
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The error, or difference, between the analytical solution from the forward eigenvalue 
solution and the analytical solution solved with perturbation theory can be seen in 
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As expected the error with exact perturbation theory is zero.  The error of first order 
perturbation theory would also be zero if there were no change in the fission cross 
section.  Otherwise, there would be an error that will under-predict positive reactivity and 
over-predict negative reactivity. 
 
The equations above were used to benchmark PertN.  Six different changes were 
analyzed for 10% increase and decrease for the nu*fission, scattering, and total cross 
sections.  The perturbed cross sections used in this benchmark can be seen in Table 1.      
 
Table 1 Cross section used for perturbation theory analytical benchmark for 1 energy group infinite medium 
Changes νΣf [1/cm] Σs [1/cm] Σt [1/cm] λ 
Standard 1.6575E-02 3.4661E-02 4.1949E-02 4.3970E-01 
0.9νΣf 1.4918E-02 3.4661E-02 4.1949E-02 4.8856E-01 
1.1νΣf 1.8233E-02 3.4661E-02 4.1949E-02 3.9973E-01 
0.9Σs 1.6575E-02 3.1195E-02 4.1949E-02 6.4881E-01 
1.1Σs 1.6575E-02 3.8127E-02 4.1949E-02 2.3059E-01 
.9Σt 1.6575E-02 3.4661E-02 3.7754E-02 1.8662E-01 
1.1Σt 1.6575E-02 3.4661E-02 4.6144E-02 6.9278E-01 
 




Table 2.  As was expected, the difference between the forward solution and the results 
with perturbation theory has relatively small error except when the fission cross section is 
perturbed.  The results for the change in reactivity are all in units of pcm, or percent 





Table 2.  One energy group infinity medium analytical benchmark 
Changes 
Δλ 
(Forward)[pcm] Δλ (FOPT)[pcm] Diff [pcm] 
Δλ 
(Exact)[pcm] Diff[pcm] 
Standard 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.000E+00 
0.9νΣf -4.8856E+03 -4.3970E+03 -1.000E-01 -4.8856E+03 2.728E-12 
1.1νΣf 3.9973E+03 4.3970E+03 1.000E-01 3.9973E+03 -9.095E-13 
0.9Σs -2.0911E+04 -2.0911E+04 0.000E+00 -2.0911E+04 0.000E+00 
1.1Σs 2.0911E+04 2.0911E+04 3.638E-12 2.0911E+04 3.638E-12 
.9Σt 2.5308E+04 2.5308E+04 0.000E+00 2.5308E+04 0.000E+00 
1.1Σt -2.5308E+04 -2.5308E+04 7.276E-12 -2.5308E+04 7.276E-12 
 
Two energy group infinite medium isotropic: 
The second analytical benchmark that was used to verify PertN was a two energy group 
infinite medium with isotropic scattering.  Just like the first analytical benchmark, this 
problem is also an infinite medium benchmark.  Therefore, the leakage term in the 
transport equation is equal to zero and the rest of the transport equation can be integrated 
over space resulting in Equation 27 and Equation 28 for FOPT and exact perturbation 
theory respectively. 
1 1 11 1 12 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2t s s f fφ φ φ λ χ ν φ ν φ∞ ⎡ ⎤Σ =Σ +Σ + Σ + Σ⎣ ⎦  [27] 
 
 
2 2 22 2 21 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1t s s f fφ φ φ λ χ ν φ ν φ∞ ⎡ ⎤Σ =Σ +Σ + Σ + Σ⎣ ⎦  [28] 
 
These equations can be written in the matrix form. 
 
!1 = Fast flux
!2 = Thermal flux
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Σ = Σ −Σ
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The adjoint is easily calculated by taking the adjugate of the matrix. 
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The eigenvalue solution of both the forward and adjoint equation can be calculated by 
setting the determinant equal to zero.  As expected, the eigenvalue solution for both the 
forward and adjoint equations are identical. 
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The ratio of the fast and thermal adjoint as, seen in Equation 33, is solved the same way 
as the forward solution with the exception that the relationship 1 2 1χ χ+ =  cannot be 
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The three operations for implementing exact perturbation theory are given below; the 
same equations are also valid for FOPT when the unperturbed flux is used instead of the 
perturbed flux everywhere, and the unperturbed fission cross section is used in Equation 
36 instead of the perturbed fission cross section. 
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The cross sections used in the two-energy group infinite medium benchmark can be seen 
in Table 3 
Table 3 Initial cross section data used for second benchmark 
  
νΣf 


























Σs2->2 [1/cm] Σs1->2 [1/cm] 
   
 
 
Twelve different configurations were analyzed in this benchmark.  The configurations 
involved changing one parameter either at ± 10% of the initial data.  The configurations 
looked at the effects of fission, total, group to group scattering, and down scattering.  The 









(FOPT)[pcm] pcm off 
Δλ 
(Exact)[pcm] pcm off 
0.9νΣf_1 -1.5907E+03 5.0199E-01 -1.5344E+03 5.6305E+01 -1.5907E+03 -4.0383E-03 
0.9νΣf_2 -2.9943E+03 5.0199E-01 -2.8009E+03 1.9345E+02 -2.9943E+03 1.5201E-03 
1.1νΣf_1 1.4820E+03 5.0199E-01 1.5344E+03 5.2452E+01 1.4820E+03 1.2812E-03 
1.1νΣf_2 2.6309E+03 5.0199E-01 2.8009E+03 1.6997E+02 2.6309E+03 -3.0573E-03 
.9Σs,1→1 -4.9849E+03 4.4424E-01 -5.4037E+03 -4.1871E+02 -4.9850E+03 1.4839E-02 
.9Σs,2→2 -1.1408E+04 7.4090E-01 -1.3330E+04 -1.9216E+03 -1.1408E+04 3.5610E-03 
1.1Σs,1→1 5.8992E+03 5.7702E-01 5.4037E+03 -4.9552E+02 5.8992E+03 2.3860E-03 
1.1Σs,2→2 1.6030E+04 2.6309E-01 1.3330E+04 -2.7001E+03 1.6030E+04 4.4265E-03 
0.9Σt_1 9.1278E+03 6.2153E-01 7.9936E+03 -1.1342E+03 9.1278E+03 2.5014E-03 
0.9Σt_2 2.0260E+04 2.1289E-01 1.6131E+04 -4.1299E+03 2.0260E+04 3.3123E-03 
1.1Σt_1 -7.1101E+03 4.2102E-01 -7.9936E+03 -8.8347E+02 -7.1101E+03 9.5705E-03 
1.1Σt_2 -1.3399E+04 7.9110E-01 -1.6130E+04 -2.7313E+03 -1.3399E+04 3.8928E-03 
.9Σs,2→1 -1.0818E+03 5.2165E-01 -1.0555E+03 2.6340E+01 -1.0818E+03 -2.1090E-03 
1.1Σs,2→1 1.0304E+03 4.8376E-01 1.0555E+03 2.5085E+01 1.0304E+03 9.9303E-04 
 
The change in the lambda eigenvalue for the forward, FOPT, and exact peturbation 
theory were solved exactly.  For benchmarking purposes the analyitical solution seen  
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Table 4 were compared against PertN.  The differences between the benchmarked results 
and PertN are less then 0.07 pcm.  This small difference demonsrates that PertN is 
working correctly for this analyitical benchmark problem.  In addition this table shows 
that the differences between exact perturbation theory and the forward solution are 
statistically insignificant.  As expected the difference between FOPT and the forward 
solution is significantly different. This demonstrates the limitations to perturbation theory 
with large differences between the perturbed and unperturbed fluxes.   For example, the 
largest difference in flux, which is when the total cross section is perturbed by 90%, is 
also the largest error between FOPT and the forward solution, over 400 pcm. The inverse 
of this is also true as seen with 110% change in the downscattering cross section. 
Results 
The final component of verification is solution or calculation verification.  This portion of 
the verification process is to estimate the systematic errors associated with the 
assumptions used for deriving FOPT.  One way to calculate the error associated with first 
order perturbation theory can be seen in the steps below: 
1. Solve forward and adjoint transport solution for the unperturbed case. 
2. Solve the forward solution for the perturbed case. 
3. Apply perturbation theory to the unperturbed flux (results should be tangential to 
the perturbed solution of step 1). 
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4. Apply perturbation theory to the perturbed forward flux and unperturbed adjoint 
(results should be exact to the full transport solution of the perturbed case). 
5. Compare both exact and first order perturbation theory to the eigenvalue 
calculated with NEWT. 
 
Three different reactor models were used for calculation verification on PertN.  Each 
model more accurately represents the ATR core.  The first model is a homogenized one-
region model.  The purpose of this model is to test simple changes in density with PertN 
in fuel regions.  The second model is a three-region model with the dimensions 
representing the dimensions of the ATR.  The goal of the second model is to test changes 
in density in the un-fueled regions.  The last model is a very simplified model of the ATR 
but has the full core model of the OSCC shims and the correct shape of the ATR 
serpentine fuel.  The purpose of this model is to test PertN’s ability to swap materials in 
non-fueled regions.  In addition, this model also is used to demonstrate the capability of 
OSCC shim rotation prediction with FOPT.   
 
The first simplified model that was used for PertN calculation verification can be seen in 
Figure 5.  It is a one region 100 cm by 100 cm smeared reactor composed of 90 wt% U-




Figure 5  First test geometry 
 
The density of the fuel was perturbed from 1.6 g/cc to 2.5 g/cc in 0.1 g/cc increments.  At 
each step, both the forward and adjoint solutions were calculated with NEWT.  The 
results from NEWT were used with PertN to calculate FOPT and Exact Perturbation 
theory.  For the FOPT calculation the reference solution for both the forward and adjoint 
calculations were at 1.6 g/cc.  The results from these calculations can be seen in Figure 6. 
 
 































From Figure 6 it can be seen that first order perturbation theory predicts the slope of the 
eigenvalue solution at the unperturbed case as expected.  The results from this example 
demonstrate that PertN is working correctly for the above test case.  The figure also 
displays some of the limitations of first order perturbation theory.  As the density in fuel 
departed further from the reference value, the accuracy of FOPT decreased.  The relative 
error associated with perturbation theory for the change in density can be seen in Figure 
7.   
 
Figure 7  Relative error of the Keff in PCM as a function of variation in the uranium density 
The second model used for calculation verification is the simplified three-region model 
with the inner region composed of water with a density of 1.10 g/cc and an outer radius 
of 3.266 cm.  The middle region was 95 weight percent enriched uranium-235 fuel with a 
density of 4.2 g/cc.  The middle region had an outer radius of 5.804 cm.  The outermost 






















pictorial representation of the simplified model taken from the output of NEWT can be 
seen in the Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8 Second test geometry 
 
This model was used to test reactivity predictions for change in the density of water.  The 
density of the water varied from 0.7 g/cc to 1.7 g/cc in 0.1 g/cc increments.  The results 
from the calculation verification of the three-region model can be seen in Figure 9 and 







Figure 9 Calculation verification associated with water density perturbations 
 
Figure 10 Calculation verification associated with fuel density perturbations 
 
As seen in Figure 10, the error for FOPT gets larger as the changes in reactivity increases.  
When determining when FOPT would be appropriate to use it is important to consider 













































exact perturbation theory is not exactly zero.  A common reason that exact perturbation 
theory does not match up with forward calculations is because the mesh size has not 
converged to a stable solution for all perturbations.  Therefore, if exact perturbation 
theory and forward calculations do not line up then a tighter grid tolerance is needed.   
 
The last model that was used for calculation verification was a simplified model of the 
ATR.  The simplified model preserved the same shape and dimensions of the ATR but 
had some modifications to reduce the run time of the model.  The simplifications 
involved the following (Figure 11):  
• All of the flux traps were homogenized and filed with aluminum 6061 density 
2.7g/cc except the center flux trap where the H holes were filled with cobalt with 
a density of 8.9 g/cc.   
• The outer beryllium reflector with a density of 1.85 g/cc had no cooling channels.  
• The 93% enriched fuel that was homogenized with Al6061 and water was still 
serpentine shaped but was only one region and had a density 1.14 g/cc.   
• The drums were identical to the full core reactor model, containing the inner 
cooling channel, beryllium body, and 120 degree hafnium segments with a 





Figure 11  Simplified model used for calculation verification 
 
The perturbation calculations for the third model looked at changes from swapping 
around material composition of the H5 hole from cobalt to aluminum.  The goal this 
perturbation is to understand how swapping materials in an experimental position affects 
the ability of FOPT to accurately predict the change in reactivity.  The perturbation 




Figure 12 H holes in the simplified ATR model 
 
The reactivity effect of change in composition from cobalt to aluminum within the H5 
position can be seen in Figure 13, Figure 14, and Figure 15.  The difference between the 
figures is the unperturbed frame of reference used for calculating reactivity with FOPT.  
In Figure 13, the unperturbed reference for FOPT is when the material is 50% cobalt and 
50% aluminum.  In Figure 14, the unperturbed reference is 100% cobalt.  In Figure 15, 




    
Figure 13 Changing material composition in H hole with unperturbed data at 50% Cobalt 50% Aluminum 
 
  










































Figure 15 Changing material composition in H hole with unperturbed data at 100% Cobalt 
From the figures above it could be concluded that if perturbation theory was applied to an 
unperturbed experiment that had mostly cobalt and a little aluminum in it, and that 
experiment was swapped for an experiment with all aluminum FOPT would not introduce 
a relatively large error.  However, if the unperturbed scenario was aluminum and the 
swapped experiment had a lot of cobalt then FOPT would produce a relatively large error 
when predicting the change in reactivity.  These is because for the 100% aluminum the 
adjoint, or importance function, has a higher weighting value then the 100% cobalt 
scenario.  This higher weighting value will introduce a larger error when the cross 


























The final study was performed on shim rotation prediction using FOPT.  When 
implementing shim rotation prediction the way to rotate the shims is to assign some 
regions, or cells, hafnium that were once beryllium and other regions beryllium that were 
once hafnium (See Appendix C for more information).  Figure 16 compares the results 
with FOPT to forward calculations.  The unperturbed reference case for FOPT occurred 
at 50 degrees.    
 
 
Figure 16 Comparison between FOPT and forward calculations for shim rotation prediction 
 
The results from FOPT over predicted the negative reactivity and under predicted the 
positive reactivity.  This is because going from a low absorbing material to a high 





















low absorbing material as seen in Figure 15 and Figure 14 respectively.  From the 
computational results displayed above it appears that FOPT will introduce too large an 
error into the shim rotation prediction model, as was expected from the literature review.   
 
Conclusion of FOPT 
From these results, a few restrictions on using FOPT have been identified.  The first 
restriction is that the domain of applicability of FOPT depends on the required fidelity 
and needs to be done on a case-by-case basis.  The second restriction is FOPT does not 
work well when swapping one experiment for another if the composition of the material 
significantly differs, especially if the material had a relatively large absorption cross 
section.  However, perturbation theory works well for swapping out experiments if the 
composition of the experiments are similar and no new highly absorbing materials are 
introduced into the experiment location.  The final restriction is that FOPT will not work 
for shim rotation prediction of the Advanced Test Reactor.  Either a higher order method 
for perturbation theory or a different type of perturbation theory is needed to use 





STUDY 2: PHASE SPACE INTERPOLATED PERTURBATION 
THEORY 
As mentioned previously, first order perturbation theory works well for small changes to 
the system, but can over or under predict changes in reactivity associated with large 
changes to the energy dependent angular flux.  When first order perturbation theory fails, 
the next step is typically to use higher order perturbation theory [Williams 1986].  
However, higher order perturbation theory requires many higher order flux moments to 
produce accurate results.  For example, Palmiotti noted that over 80 harmonics were 
needed with higher order perturbation theory to get usable results [Palmiotti, 1987].  In 
addition, NEWT does not have the capability of calculating these higher order flux 
moments.  This would make higher order perturbation theory too computationally 
intensive for automation of shim rotation.  Instead of investigating the use of higher order 
perturbation theory, a new method was developed that would more accurately predict 
large changes to the system with only two transport solutions.  This new method is called 
phase space interpolated perturbation theory, because it attempts to interpolated the phase 





With first order perturbation theory, it is assumed that the change to the system is 
relatively small so that any higher order terms are set equal to zero.  However, exact 
perturbation theory makes no assumption on the amount of change that is being 
introduced into the system.  The error associated with setting the higher order delta terms 
equal to zero can be calculated by subtracting exact perturbation theory from first order 
perturbation theory.  In the equations below, the subscript 1 is for the unperturbed case 
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For simplification, two more operators A and B are defined as: 
( )
( )
2 1 2 1 1












Substituting A and B into Equation 37 the following equation is obtained: 
* * * *
2 1 2 1
* * * *
2 1
FOPT
B A A B
B B B B
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If the change in the system is relatively far from the fuel such that the change in angular 









From Equation 41 it can be inferred that the error introduced with FOPT is related to the 
change in cross section multiplied by the change in the flux normalized to the fission rate.  
As long as either the change in cross section or change in angular and energy dependent 
flux is relatively small then the error from FOPT should also be relatively small.  The 
only variable that is not known is the difference between the perturbed flux and the 
unperturbed flux for the region of interest.  If there were a way to approximate the change 
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in the flux for the non-fueled region of interest and if this change could be incorporated 
into the equation, then the error would be greatly reduced.  PSIPT attempts to 
approximate the perturbed angular flux without having to solve additional eigenvalue 
calculations.  This is accomplished by solving the unperturbed forward eigenvalue 
calculation just like first order perturbation theory, but then by solving the adjoint 
eigenvalue calculation for a bounding case.  The bounding case is the expected maximum 
change the reactor system will undergo during the prediction calculations.  
 
For PSIPT, just as in FOPT and exact perturbation theory, the aim is to calculate the 
change in the eigenvalue between the perturbed and unperturbed solution. Therefore, 
PSIPT works best when the system parameters to be perturbed are known beforehand.  
The perturbed adjoint ! *2  can be written as a function of the bounding adjoint and the 




The subscript 3 represents the bounding case that is specific to PSIPT.  Substituting 
Equation 42 in for the perturbed adjoint in the equation for exact perturbation theory, 


















The assumption that any higher order delta term ! x! y  is sufficently small to be 









This is the equation used for PSIPT to calculate the change in reactivity of the perturbed 
and unperturbed eigenvalue.  The error of PSIPT is calculated by subtracting exact 
perturbation theory from PSIPT: 
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*  [47] 
Assuming that there is no perturbation in the fuel and that  in the fuel is small 
enough that it does not significantly contribute to the overall results, then the following 
assumptions can be made 
 
!"3!2
* P2"1 = 0    [48] 
!P2!1 = 0   [49] 
!2
* !"!3"2
*( )P2!1 = !2*P2!1   [50] 
 Then the error can reduce down to.   
EPSIPT =
!"3!2
* !T2!1 + #1!P2!1( )!1
!2
*P2!1
  [51] 
When comparing the error of PSIPT to the error of first order perturbation theory there 
are two differences.  First, the error of PSIPT is related to the difference between the 
perturbed flux and the bounding flux whereas for FOPT the error is the difference 
between the perturbed flux and the unperturbed flux.  The second difference is that 
PSIPT is normalized by the inner product of the perturbed adjoint, unperturbed forward, 
and the perturbed fission operator, whereas the error of FOPT is normalized by the 






It is desirous to know when the error from PSIPT will be less then the error from FOPT.   
The error of FOPT is only zero when there is no perturbation.  However, the error for 
PSIPT is zero at the two endpoints, i.e. if perturbed state 2 equals unperturbed state 1 or 
bounding state 3. Because the error of PSIPT is zero at the two end points and the error of 
FOPT is zero only at one end point, there exists a region within the phase space of 
intermediate perturbations when the error of PSIPT will be less then the error of FOPT.    
The region where the error from PSIPT is smaller then the error of FOPT can be 
calculated by following inequality associated with Equation 41 and Equation 51. 
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With the assumption that the change in angular adjoint flux in the fuel is insignificant 
then the term on the left hand side of the equation can be set equal to one.  This reduces 
the equation to: 
 
!"3!2
* !T2!1 + #1!P2!1( )!1 < "!2!1* "T2!1( )!1  [53] 
 
From the equation above it can be inferred that for large changes to the perturbed and 
unperturbed angular adjoint flux the error from FOPT will be much greater then the error 
from PSIPT.  Moreover, for relatively small changes to the angular adjoint flux the error 
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from FOPT would be less than that of PSIPT.    Therefore, as long as the difference 
between the perturbed flux and the bounded flux is smaller than the difference between 
the perturbed flux and unperturbed flux, PSIPT will provide results that are more accurate 
then FOPT.   
 
 
Phase space interpolated perturbation theory can only be used when the type of change to 
the reactor is already known, bounding the magnitude of that change can be estimated, 
and intermediate changes are to be investigated.  This new method should work well with 
shim rotation prediction and control rod removal but would not work well for calculating 
the reactivity associated with experimental placements, for example, because the type of 
experiment is not known a priori.  Examples of the implementation of phase space 
interpolated perturbation theory not related to shim rotation prediction can be found in 
Appendix A 
 
Phase space interpolated perturbation theory was tested on a simplified model to 
determine if it would perform as expected.  The simplified model is the same model as 
discussed in the previous chapter (see Figure 11 and associated discussion) 
 
Phase space interpolated perturbation theory requires the forward solution to be run at the 
initial guess but the adjoint solution is run for a range of perturbations being analyzed.  
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The OSCC drums could be rotated either toward the reactor or away from the reactor 
without a priori knowledge beforehand.  This would require two adjoint calculations 
instead of just one.  The forward and adjoint solutions would be run simultaneously with 
one adjoint calculation with shims rotating away from the initial starting point and the 




i away ix x STEP= +   [54] 
*
i toward ix x STEP= −   [55] 
* Shim position for the adjoint calculation [Degree]ix =  
    
In order to reduce the total number of eigenvalue calculations from three, as described 
above, to two, a modified form of phase space interpolated perturbation theory was used 
with shim rotation prediction.  This was accomplished by having the forward calculation 
still at the initial guess but then the adjoint calculation would also be as the initial guess.  
However, the difference between the forward and adjoint calculation would be a 
theoretical bounding guess only for the adjoint in both directions and for both materials, 
(Be and HF), See Figure 17.  In other words, for the single adjoint equation a portion of 
the hafnium region would be assigned beryllium and a portion of the beryllium region 
would be assigned hafnium.  This would then allow the prediction and automation of 





Figure 17 Assignment of material for the phase space interpolated adjoint 
The results from phase space interpolated perturbation theory obtained from the modified 
method were compared against the forward eigenvalue calculations and first order 
perturbation theory.  This was to verify that the modified form of phase space 
interpolated perturbation theory can accurately estimate the change in reactivity of the 
model as a function of shim rotation, and that phase space interpolated perturbation 
theory was an improvement to first order perturbation theory.  To provide reference data, 
forward eigenvalue calculations were performed for shim rotation in five-degree 
increments starting at 31.2 degrees and ending at 71.2 degrees.  The initial unperturbed 
forward eigenvalue solution used with perturbation theory occurred at 51.2 degrees, 
Hafnium region for phase 
space interpolated adjoint 
Beryllium region for phase 
space interpolated adjoint 
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which was exactly in between the minimum and maximum modeled shim rotation.  The 
adjoint solution also for phase space interpolated perturbation theory used 51.2 degrees as 
a starting point but assigned 30 degrees of hafnium to beryllium and 30 degrees of 
beryllium to hafnium.  The adjoint solution for FOPT used 51.2 degrees as a starting 
point with no changes to the hafnium or beryllium region.  The results from the 
eigenvalue calculations, phase space interpolated perturbation theory, and first order 
perturbation theory calculations are plotted in Figure 18.  It took a total of nine 
eigenvalue forward calculations to obtain the exact reactivity results, but it only took two 
eigenvalue calculations to obtain the results from both first order perturbation theory and 
from phase space interpolated perturbation theory.   
 
Figure 18 Shim rotation calculations with phase space interpolated perturbation theory compared against 





























As seen above, the results from phase space interpolated perturbation theory line up very 
well to the results obtained by forward eigenvalue solutions, especially for results close to 
the unperturbed data, 51.2 degrees.  A plot showing the error from the modified phase 
space interpolated perturbation theory can be seen in Figure 19.  The largest error for 
phase space interpolated perturbation theory was around 375 pcm at 71.2 degrees with an 
average error of around 260 pcm.  An initial guess less than 15 degrees off would allow 
the new forward calculation to be within 150 pcm of the true value.  An initial guess 
larger than 15 degrees from the final solution would require at least one more run of 
perturbation theory with new forward and adjoint values before it could converge within 
a desired tolerance of 150 pcm.     
 
 




















For standard phase space interpolated perturbation theory, the error will be the smallest at 
the bounding range.  This is because only a small error is introduced at the minimum 
condition and for the maximum range phase space interpolated perturbation theory 
approaches exact perturbation theory 
 
For the modified form of phase space interpolated perturbation theory, that was used with 
shim rotation prediction, the adjoint solution is at the same location as the forward 
solution but the materials for the adjoint solution are swapped out for both rotational 
directions.  The problem associated with this type of phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory is that the solution does not converge towards exact perturbation 
theory.  This results in a more accurate solution near the initial guess and a less accurate 
solution away from the initial guess.  The error associated with this method would be 
more of a “V” shaped instead of the inverted V shape.  This “V” shape can be observed 
in Figure 19. 
  
This simple comparison demonstrated that phase space interpolated perturbation theory 
could be used to help predict shim rotation for a desired eigenvalue.  Additional fine 
tuning calculations were used to optimize phase space interpolated perturbation theory 
specifically for the ATR shim rotation prediction.  One optimization parameter was the 
bounding range of the shims for the adjoint calculation needed with the modified form of 
phase space interpolated perturbation theory.  The geometric beryllium/hafnium ring 
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needs to be divided in to six zones to keep the forward and adjoint meshes the same but 
to allow different material assignment for the adjoint solution  (Figure 20).  Of the six 
zones, one zone will always be beryllium (A), one zone  will always be hafnium (D), two 
zones will be hafnium for the forward calculation and beryllium for the adjoint 
calculation (C,E), and the last two zones will be beryllium for the forward calculation and 
hafnium for the adjoint calculation(B,F).  If a maximum shim rotation of 60 degrees was 
used then the shim would be broken up into five pieces with section D having an area of 
zero.   
 












One of the difficulties for phase space interpolated perturbation theory specifically within 
NEWT is with the meshing of the shims for the predicted maximum rotation.  A detailed 
description of how this was handled with NEWT can be found in Appendix D.   
 
To use phase space interpolated-perturbation theory with shim rotation the user needs to 
know what range the shims will need to be rotated.  Two different ranges were analyzed 
to establish the fidelity tradeoff between rotation ranges covered by two adjoint pairs.  
The two ranges were 15 degrees and 30 degrees.   
 
To compare between the two ranges, the shims were initially placed at a rotation of 51.2 
degrees.  Phase space interpolated perturbation theory was used to predict the reactivity 
for five degree incremental changes.  For the 15-degree range rotations 41.2, 46.2 56.2 
and 61.2 degrees were analyzed.  For the 30-degree range incremental rotations 26.2 to 
76.2 degrees were analyzed in increments of five degrees.  For both degree ranges the 
normal equation was used to best fit a line to the data so that the reactivity could be 
extrapolated beyond the rotated ranges.  The extrapolated data is required when the 
predicted value for shim rotation is beyond the 15 or 30 degree range increments.  The 
plots of exact reactivity calculated with a forward eigenvalue calculation and data for the 




Figure 21 Exact reactivity versus predicted reactivity for a range of 15 and 30 degrees 
In Figure 21, the extrapolated equation obtained from the 30-degree range outperformed 
the extrapolated data for the 15-degree range in the lower ranges of shim rotation.  Both 
of the ranges appeared to give a similar results around 64 degrees to 81 degrees.  From 
this simple study, it appears that a shim rotation range of 30 degrees provides the better 
fit for this specific example but both ranges would have worked relatively well.  It also 
appears from this study that the results were not sensitive to the range, at least within the 
15 to 30 degree window used for phase space interpolated perturbation.  Shim rotation 
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STEP 1 WITH PHASE SPACE INTERPOLATED PERTURBATION THEORY 
The previous computational study demonstrated that phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory would work well for shim rotation prediction of the ATR with an 
adjoint range of ± 30 degrees.  The goal of the phase space interpolated perturbation 
theory in this application is to predict the OSCC shim locations needed for startup so that 
shim rotations can be automated.  A flow chart of the two needed steps for shim rotation 
automation at startup can be seen in Figure 22  
 
Figure 22 ATR reactor physics calculations 
The first step is to calculate the uniform shim rotation needed for an eigenvalue of one.  
The flowchart showing the process for step1 of phase space interpolated perturbation 






Figure 23 Step 1 of shim rotation prediction 
 
The procedure begins with a guess (X) in degrees of the critical shim position.  The shim 
rotation guess is then inserted into the model and the forward and adjoint solutions are 
run simultaneously or in series depending on whether time or the number of processors 




Unlike first order perturbation theory, phase space interpolated perturbation theory does 
not give rise to responses that are linear in the perturbations.  Hence, a learning algorithm 
is used to speed up the process of predicting the correct shim position.  Note that in this 
model implementation of shim rotation can only be used to predict discrete steps that are 
dependent on the size of the mesh for the model (See Appendix C for further discussion)  
This makes it impossible to obtain exactly zero for reactivity prediction.  Therefore, a 
tolerance (TOL1), in units of pcm, is needed for the computer algorithm to know it has 
converged within the desired result.  A tolerance of around 150 pcm or, 25 cents, is 
adopted in all of the following calculations.  Convergence to the tolerance is dependent 
on the size of the mesh used for the shim positioning.  The finer the mesh within the 
shims the tighter the convergence criteria can be, but the longer forward and adjoint 
solutions will take to converge.   
 
The learning algorithm used for shim rotation prediction with perturbation theory is a 
supervised regression algorithm called the “Normal Equation,” as seen below in a matrix 
format.   
( ) 1T TX X X yθ −=r r  [56] 
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an array of regression coefficent 
X=matrix of independent variables
y=an array of reactivity results [pcm] 








   
n=number of input variables   
m=number of training examples












The learning algorithm uses the method of least squares to approximate an equation to a 
line that will best represent the reactivity as a function of shim rotation.  A cubic fit was 
also used with phase space interpolated perturbation theory, but the extrapolated results 
from the cubic fit were unrealistic for the first five or six predictions and then would 
slowly converge on a better curve fit.  It was therefore decided that the linear fit with the 
normal equation provided the best results in the shortest number of iterations. 
  
Once the perturbation theory results had converged on approximately zero, the new shim 
positions were used to run a confirmatory forward calculation.  If time was minimized 
then an adjoint calculation would be run concurrently with the confirmatory forward 
calculation in case an addition iterative perturbation calculation was needed.  For the 
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processor minimization problem the adjoint calculation would only be run if the forward 
solution was not within the desired tolerance. 
 
Upon completion of the forward eigenvalue calculation, the results were analyzed to see 
if the reactivity was within the desired tolerance.  If the desired tolerance was not reached 
then perturbation theory was used with the new forward and adjoint solutions to predict 
the new shim rotation.  If the results were within the needed tolerances then it is on to the 
second step for shim rotation prediction for reactor startup.  The minimum number of 
eigenvalue calculations needed for this method is three of which the first two can be run 
concurrently if time is minimized.   
 
STEP 2 WITH PHASE SPACE INTERPOLATED PERTURBATION THEORY 
Step 2 for shim rotation prediction requires the combination of linear regression analysis 
in addition to perturbation theory.  Phase space interpolated perturbation theory, which is 
based upon FOPT, can only be used for predicting changes in reactivity.  The 
perturbation theory used for predicting power splits is known as generalized perturbation 
theory (GPT).  There are two main problems with GPT that make it less optimal to be 
used for power splits prediction than the linear regression method.  The first problem is 
that in addition to the forward and adjoint calculations needed for calculating perturbation 
theory, four generalized adjoint calculations are needed to predict the power ratios in the 
four lobes.  This would require a total of six eigenvalue calculations before being able use 
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generalized perturbation theory to predict shim rotation as a function of the power splits.  
The second issue with GPT is that first order generalized perturbation theory can only be 
used for small changes in the reactor system.  As demonstrated in the study associated 
with first order perturbation theory, shim rotation is not considered a small change.  To 
get accurate results with GPT, higher order method GPT would need to be used.  For 
these two reasons, it was decided to use a linear regression method in conjunction with 
phase space interpolated perturbation theory.  The theory and implementation of the 
linear regression method for power splits is discussed in detail in the next chapter entitled 
“Cubic Regression Method”. 
  
For step 2, the shims need to be rotated for the desired power split while maintaining an 
eigenvalue of 1.00000.  In practice, the power splits are considered acceptable if they are 
within 3 MW for each of the 5 lobes.  Achieving a power split convergence to within 
1MW, or around 2% for a 50 MW lobe, would ensure an engineering factor of safety of 
around 3.  As in step 1, either time or the number of processors can be minimized.  Only 




Figure 24 Tasks to predict shim rotation for step 2 
The shim position (xi) obtain from step1 is used as the initial starting point.  Shim 
positions 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the NW, NE, SW, SE shims respectively.  The first 
task for step 2 is for the user to enter the desired percent power split (Zi), the tolerances 
for reactivity (TOL1) and power split (TOL2), and a recommendation on the step size for 
calculating the shim power splits (STEP).  In Step2, when time is optimized the 




The first part of Step2 is to run forward solutions of xi± STEP for each group of shims 
while holding the other three shims fixed.  If number of processors is minimized then 
only one shim is rotated away from the reactor if the power split is greater than 25% and 
toward the reactor if the power split is less than 25% reducing the total number of 
forward calculations for the initial process from eight to four.  
 
Once the forward runs have finished then the normal equation is used to calculate the 
needed rotation for the desired power split.  A detailed description of the process and 
theory behind the normal equation can be found in the “Cubic regression” chapter.  Once 
the new shim positions (xi) for the desired power split (Zi) has been calculated then a 
forward and adjoint calculation with NEWT is run with the new predicted shim location.  
The results for the forward and adjoint calculations are then used with perturbation theory 
to predict the needed uniform change in shim rotation to obtain the desired eigenvalue of 
1.00000.   
 
A final solution is then run for both forward and adjoint to determine if the solution has 
converged.  If the reactivity is within the desired tolerance then the power split tolerance 
is checked.  If the reactivity is not within the desired tolerance then perturbation theory is 
used with the final forward and adjoint solution to predict a more accurate shim position.  
If the power split is not within the desired tolerance then the process is started from the 
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beginning with the final solution being the new starting point (xi) and the STEP size 
being reduced by half.     
 
Validation of Results 
The validation and verification process requires demonstration that for a large range of 
user inputs the results converge on the correct solution.   
STEP 1 WITH PHASE SPACE INTERPOLATED PERTURBATION THEORY 
This example verifies the results of automation of shim rotation prediction with phase 
space interpolated perturbation theory for step 1.  In this example an initial guess of 46.2 
degrees (xi), an eigenvalue tolerance of 150 pcm (TOL1) were set.  For the initial guess a 
forward and adjoint solution were simultaneously obtained.  Both calculations had the 
shims rotated at 46.2 degrees; however, the adjoint eigenvalue swapped hafnium for 
beryllium and beryllium for hafnium in two 30 degree arcs on either side of the hafnium 
beryllium interface (See Figure 20).  This allowed for a range of 30 degrees of rotation in 
both the clockwise and counterclockwise directions.        
 
Upon completion of the two eigenvalue calculations, a Python script ran PertN in 
conjunction with the normal equation to determine the shim rotation  to obtain an 
eigenvalue of 1.00000.  The script predicted a shim rotation of 55.5 degrees and ran 
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NEWT to solve for the forward and adjoint solution at the new predicted shim rotation to 
confirm that the results were within the desired tolerance.   
 
The forward solution from NEWT for the shim rotation of 55.5 had an eigenvalue of 
.99977 which was around 22 pcm from critical.  Because the new result was within the 
specified tolerance of 150 pcm the next process was to go to Step 2.  Only two sequential 
runs were needed for this scenario.   
 
The automated shim rotation prediction using phase space interpolated perturbation 
theory was also tested for the maximum and minimum scenario of 90 and 0.0 degrees 
respectively.  The maximum possible shim rotation is 159.9 degrees.  However, the 
startup procedures have an administrative limit of maintaining the OSCC between 80 and 
100 degrees until all neck shims have been withdrawn [SAR- 153].  Given built in 
bounding values of 30 degrees in PertN, the bounding scenarios chosen were 30 and 60 
degrees.  It took a total of three and four forward and adjoint runs for the maximum and 
minimum scenario respectively to converge on a solution that was within 150 pcm of the 
true value.  The results from the convergence study can be seen in Table 5. 
 





From the results obtained from the maximum and minimum case scenario it can be 
concluded that Step1 of shim rotation automation with phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory does converge to the correct solution for the given tolerance.    
 
Once the solution has been obtained and has been shown to be within the desired 
tolerance the next process is Step 2, which is the calculation of the shim rotations needed 
to maintain criticality while obtaining the desired power splits.  
 
STEP 2 WITH PHASE SPACE INTERPOLATED PERTURBATION THEORY 
In this example the starting shim rotation (Xi) obtained from Step 1 was 55.4 degrees.  
The desired power split (Zi) was selected to be 23%, 24%, 26%, 27% for NW, NE, SW, 
SE respectively was selected with a convergence tolerance, (TOL2) of 0.2%.  The step 
size (STEP) was chosen to initially be 15 degrees.  Eight concurrent forward calculations 
occurred at an incremental change of ± 15 degrees.  The linear regression method for the 
power splits predicted a shim rotation of 29.0 degrees, 46.5 degrees, 64.4 degrees, and 
81.9 degrees.  Forward and adjoint calculations were run for these predict shim rotation.  
Max Min
Rotation keff pcm Predicted Rotation keff pcm Predicted
60 1.007037 698.7975 54.02685 30 0.971601 -­‐2922.88 54.02685
54.02685 0.997678 -­‐232.737 55.77326 62.76777 1.011355 1122.739 55.77326
55.77326 1.000237 23.6664 53.68098 0.997202 -­‐280.6
55.77818 1.000244 24.43303
Max Min
Rotation keff pcm Predicted Rotation keff pcm Predicted
60 1.007037 698.7975 54.02685 30 0.971601 -­‐2922.88 54.02685
54.02685 0.997678 -­‐232 73 55.77326 62.76777 1.011355 1122 739 55.77326
55.77326 1.00023 23.6664 53.68098 0.997202 -­‐280.6
55.77818 1.000244 24.433 3
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They corresponded to a reactivity of 2677 pcm above the desired tolerance.  Therefore, 
perturbation theory was used to predict the new incremental shim rotation needed to 
obtain an eigenvalue of one, which was 25.1, 42.5, 60.4, 77.9 degrees.  A confirmatory 
forward calculation occurred at the new predicted locations.  From the confirmatory 
calculation, the new eigenvalue was in error by 23 pcm and the power splits were 0.233, 
0.239, 0.257. and 0.271, all of which were less than the desired tolerance (TOL2)for the 
power split of 2%.  For the example problem, Step 2 of phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory converged within 1 iterations for both the inner and outer 
calculations.   
 
For additional verification purposes, a range of power splits must be tested for 
convergence.  The three power splits chosen were: 
• 50/50=0.25 0.25 0.25  0.25 [Fraction of total power] 
• 54/46=0.23 0.24 0.26 0.27 [Fraction of total power] 
• 56/44=0.22 0.23 0.27 0.28 [Fraction of total power] 
The results from the three power split calculations can be seen in Table 6 and Table 7.  
 




X1[Degree] X2[Degree] X3[Degree] X4[Degree] 
50-50-Power 8 55.7 54.8 55.5 55.7 
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50-50-keff 2 55.7 54.8 55.5 55.7 
54-46-Power 8 29.1 46.5 64.4 81.9 
54-46-keff 2 25.1 42.5 60.4 77.9 
56-44 Power 8 17.5 34.1 76.1 94.0 
56-44 -keff 2 9.7 24.8 68.9 84.8 
 
 












50-50-Result 0.250 0.249 0.250 0.250 24.2 
50-50-Goal 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 - 
Goal-Result 0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.000 - 
54-46-Result 0.233 0.239 0.257 0.271 -23.5 
54-46-Goal 0.230 0.240 0.260 0.270   
Goal-Result 0.003 -0.001 -0.003 0.001   
56-44 --Results 0.228 0.230 0.265 0.277 72.7 
56-44 Goal 0.220 0.230 0.270 0.278 - 




All calculations performed for the three scenarios of STEP2 converged within only one 
outer and one inner iteration.  The outer iteration required a total of eight forward 
calculations occurring concurrently.  A predicted shim rotation for the desired power split 
was obtained with the eight forward calculations by using the normal equation.  The inner 
iteration required one forward and one adjoint eigenvalue calculation.  These two 
calculations were then used with the normal equation to fine-tune the results for 
converging within the specified reactivity tolerance (TOL1).  A final confirmatory run 
was performed to ensure both the power split and eigenvalue were within the specified 
tolerances.   
Conclusions 
Phase space interpolated perturbation theory has been shown to be a valuable tool for 
predicting shim rotation for both step1 and step 2.  Even if the user made a guess at the 
maximum or minimum limitations for shim rotation the solutions was able to converge 
within a maximum of four forward and adjoint pair iterations for step 1 and a maximum 
of 1 outer and inner iterations for step 2.  Even though phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory works well for shim rotation automation, it requires the transport 
solver to be able to calculate both the forward and adjoint solutions to the transport 
equation.  For transport solvers that only have the capability to solve for the forward 
solution it is desirable to develop a method such as cubic regression analysis that can be 




STUDY 3:  CUBIC REGRESSION METHOD 
In the previous section, phase space interpolated perturbation theory was shown to work 
well for shim rotation prediction of the ATR.  However, in order to implement phase 
space interpolated perturbation theory both the forward and adjoint solutions are needed.  
Obtaining the adjoint solution is relatively simple for a discrete ordinates codes such as 
NEWT.  However, for other codes such as nodal methods or Monte Carlo codes with 
continuous energy cross sections obtaining the adjoint is not a simple task.  When the 
adjoint solution cannot be obtained then other methods can be employed for shim rotation 
automation.  One method that was chosen to be further investigated for shim rotation 
automation without the use of the adjoint was the cubic regression method.  
 
Theory 
The cubic regression method for automating shim rotation can be applied to all types of 
neutronic codes, even those that do not solve the adjoint problem.  The cubic regression 
method uses a learning algorithm called the Normal equation to predict the appropriate 
shim rotations.  One advantage of using the cubic regression method is that with enough 
computational runs it is possible to obtain a confidence interval for the results in addition 




As with the phase space interpolated perturbation theory method previously discussed, 
the goal of the cubic regression algorithm is to predict the OSCC shim locations needed 
for startup.  A flowchart and associated discussion showing the overview of the steps 




STEP 1 FOR THE CUBIC REGRESSION METHOD 
The cubic regression method can be optimized for two different parameters depending on 
the users’ needs and computational capability.  If the number of processors is not a 
concern then the cubic regression method can be optimized for time by running multiple 
calculations simultaneously.  However, if the number of processors is a concern then the 
cubic regression method can be optimized to decrease the total number of forward 
solutions needed but will require a larger amount of time to obtain the solution.  One 
disadvantage of the optimization process based on computational power is that the small 
total number of runs used to fit the data to the equation prevents a confidence interval 
from being obtained.  Therefore, a confirmatory run is always needed for the 
computational minimization option to determine if the solution has converged.  The 
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algorithms for Step 1 that are used for both the minimization option based on time or 








The first process in step 1 of the cubic regression method is to enter three parameters:  an 
initial shim position guess in degrees (X), a bounding shim position for the automation 
rotation in units of degrees (STEP), and a convergence tolerance in pcm (TOL1).  If the 
user chose to minimize time, then five forward calculations are run simultaneously which 
would include the shims rotated as guessed (X) along with X± STEP and X± 2*STEP.  If 
the user chose to minimize the number of processors, then two forward calculations are 
sequentially run that bound the initial guess (X±STEP).   
 
When the forward runs are finished, the data is analyzed using the normal equation to 
predict the shim position.  Figure 26 is a flow chart that shows the logical path used with 
the normal equation to automate the process in Step 1.  The normal equation is a 
supervised machine learning algorithm.  As with all supervised machine learning 
algorithms, multiple training examples are needed before the constants can be chosen to 





Figure 26 Normal equation for step1 
 
The normal equation uses a least square fitting approach, which requires selecting a 
function that would best represent shim rod worth.  For typical control rod worth curves it 
can be shown mathematically that the reactivity curve can be modeled with a sigmoid 
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function, or S shaped curve (see Equation 49).  One major difference between using the 
sigmoid function for the ATR versus other reactors is that the lower or upper limit of the 












The sigmoid function would require solving four variables before being able to fit the 
curve exactly.  This would require additional learning scenarios before the final solution 
would converge on the desired result.  The reduction of the number of constants needed 
to be obtained for curve fitting can be accomplished by taking the Taylor series of the 
sigmoid function, which results in Equation 55. 
 
( )3 51 2oy x x O hθ θ θ= + + + [60] 
 
The number of constants that are needed to be calculated can be reduced to two or three 
by using either a linear or a cubit fit as seen Equation 57 and Equation 58 respectively.   
 
0 1 1y xθ θ= +  [571] 
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The matrix format of the linear and cubic equations used with the normal equation can be 
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The Xline matrix is used for obtaining the parameters, or constants, for the linear equation 
whereas the Xcubic equation is the matrix equation used for obtaining the parameters for 
the cubic equation.  To obtain the best solution for the constants, Θ, the difference 
between the left and right hand side of Equation 62 is set equal to zero and the matrix Θ 
is solved as seen in Equation 64. 
 




One useful feature of using the normal equation as compared to phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory is that standard statistical data can be used to determine if the results 
are within the desired tolerance to a statistical confidence.   
 
The first statistical test performed on the normal equation was the f-test.  The f-test was 
used to test the regression relationship between the dependent variable and all of the 
independent variables.  The larger the calculated value, the more useful the model.  The 
second statistical test used was called the t-test, which can be obtained from running 
multiple learning scenarios and is used to determining if the fitting parameters for the 
linear or cubic equation are statistically significant.  Unlike the f-test the t-test looks at 
the statistical significance of each individual parameter, instead of the entire group.  The 
third statistical analysis was used to calculate a range for the dependent variable for a 
given confidence interval.  The confidence interval calculation was accomplished by 
multiplying the standard deviation of the dependent variable by the value obtained from 
the t-distribution.  The t-distribution is a function of the degrees of freedom for the 
specific problem and the confidence interval.  For all of the following results a 
confidence interval of 0.95 was used. More detail on the math and theory behind 
calculating the parameters in all of the statistical tests discussed above can be found in 




The range obtained from the given confidence interval is used to determine if the results 
from the new shim position ( newx ) is statistically within the desired tolerance (TOL1), or 
if additional runs are needed.  If the reactivity range obtained from the third statistical test 
are outside the specified tolerance (TOL1) then two additional forward calculations are 








N new STEPx x+ = −
 [66] 
The results from these two new forward calculations in addition to all previous 
calculations are used with the normal equation to obtain a new prediction ( newx )  and 
associated statistical results.  When either the result from the forward solution or the 
calculated statistical range have converged within the specified tolerance (TOL1), it is on 
to step 2. 
 
STEP 2 FOR SHIM ROTATION PREDICTION  
In step2, the shims must be rotated to obtain specified lobe power split while maintaining 
an eigenvalue of 1.00000.  In practice, the power splits are considered acceptable if they 
fall within three MW, so achieving a power split convergence to within 2.7% for a power 
cycle of 110 MW would meet this requirement.  As in step 1, there are two options for 
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optimizing the method used in step 2: time or processors.  The time minimization path 




Figure 27 Time minimization tasks used to predict shim rotation for step 2 
The first task for step 2 is for the user to enter the desired power split (zi [% Power]) for 
the four lobes, the tolerances for reactivity (TOL1) and power split (TOL2), step size for 
automation script (STEP), and to select the optimization parameter (time or processor).  
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In step 2 when time is optimized the maximum number of simultaneous calculations is 
nine with a minimum number of sequential runs being three.  If the number of processors 
is optimized then the minimum number of sequential runs needed for this method is 
seven. 
 
For the time optimization method, two forward calculations for each lobe rotated xi± 
STEP while the other three groups of shims are held at the result obtained from step 1.  
This results in a total of 8 parallel calculations for the time optimization method.  For the 
number of processors minimization method the shim is rotated xi+STEP away from the 
reactor if the fractional power split is greater than .25 and increment of xi-STEP toward 
the reactor if the fractional power split is less than 0.25.  This rotation also occurs while 
holding the other three lobes in the fixed position given by step 1.  For this portion of step 
2 the minimization of processor option requires four sequential forward calculations.     
 
Once the forward runs have finished, the normal equation is used to calculate the needed 
rotation for the desired power split.  A flow chart displaying the logic used with the 





Figure 28 Normal equation used in Step2 
 
As seen in Figure 28, the shim prediction automation code obtains the shim rotation for 
each lobe along with the power split in the four lobes and the keff for each run.  The shim 
rotation and keff data is saved into one matrix whereas the power split data is saved in 
another matrix.  These are used to solve for the normal equation and the solutions are 
used along with the desired power split to calculate the new shim rotation for each of the 
four lobes.   
 
As with step 1, the normal equation needs a form that captures changes in power as a 
function of the shim position.  Because of the unique design of the ATR there is no 
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analytical solution for shim position and power split that could be used for curve fitting.  
Therefore an arbitrary fit was selected for use with the normal equation.  For step 2 the 
arbitrary equation is a linear combination of all of the shim positions plus a scaling factor.   
 
Another important decision in choosing the correct equation to fit the data is to choose 
the independent and dependent variables.  It is desirous to have shim rotation be the 
dependent variable and the power split become the independent variable.  This would 
allow the user to enter the needed power split and the code would display the correct 
shim rotation.  To provide a unique solution for the independent value of power split (zi), 
it is required that the eigenvalue of the solution for a given power split to be one.  The 
fitted equations for each eigenvalue “i" and for shim position “j” used with the normal 
equation for Step 2 can be seen below. 
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As with Step 1 the normal equation is used to minimize the error between the dependent 
variable, ( ) ( )ijx z  and the independent variable ( )inz  by solving for the regression 
coefficients ,j nθ . 
 
!
! j = Z
TZ( )!1ZT !X j + Error    [68] 
[69] 
 
The statistical analysis performed for step 1 was also performed for step 2.  This included 
calculation of the, R2, F-test, T-test, and probability range for the power split for the four 
lobes.   
 
Once the shims positions for all four lobes have been calculated for obtaining the correct 
power split, the next step is to run multiple forward calculations to determine what 
uniform change in shim rotation for all four sets of drums would produce an eigenvalue 
of one.  If the user chose to optimize based on time then additional three forward 
calculations are ran using the following equations.  
( )1 *





















































j jx x STEP= +     [71] 
( )3 *
j jx x STEP= −     [72] 
 
* New shim position for shim j predicted from normal equation used in step 2jx =  
If the user chose to optimize based on processors instead then only two forward runs are 
used to predict the uniform change in rotation as seen below.    
( )1 *
j jx x STEP= +   [73] 
( )2 *
j jx x STEP= −    [71] 
 
After the second group of forward calculations have completed, the normal equation used 
in step 1 is used to determine the new shims rotation positions for obtaining a reactivity 
of zero pcm.  The statistical data was used to calculate the uncertainty in the reactivity for 
the time minimization routine to determine if the result converged on the correct 
reactivity.  If the result still has not converged on an eigenvalue within the desired 
tolerance additional runs will be needed beginning from new predicted location.  If the 
statistical data has converged on the correct eigenvalue then a final run is needed to 




Rotating the shims uniformly to obtain a reactivity of 0 pcm after obtaining the desired 
power split previously does not guaranty the power split will still be within the desired 
tolerance.  Therefore, after the final run has finished with the predicted shim rotation and 
the eigenvalue is within the desired tolerance (TOL1) then the power split needs to be 
verified that it is still within the desired tolerance (TOL2).  If the power split is not within 
the desired tolerance (TOL2) then the entire process is repeated starting at the last 
predicted location and having a new STEP size half of the original STEP size.  This 
iterative process continues until both the eigenvalue and power split has converged within 
the specified tolerances.  
 
Validation of Results 
STEP1 OF CUBIC REGRESSION METHOD 
For testing and code verification, the cubic regression method was first applied on a 
simplified model of the ATR.  See Figure 11 and the associated discussion found in the 
previous section for the description of the model used.  The first test on this simplified 
ATR model for both methods was with an initial guess of 55.0 degrees.  For the run 
minimization option based on time, five forward eigenvalue calculations were 




The normal equation predicted that a rotation of 55.4 degrees would produce a reactivity 
of 0.0 pcm.  The equation used to calculate the needed shim rotation for obtaining a 
reactivity of zero can be seen in the Table 8 in the row titled “equation”.  The R2 for the 
equation was 0.9998.  In addition, a F-test was performed on the data to determine if 
independent values in the fitted equation would influence the dependent values.  The F*-
value was calculated to be 6066.59 which is far above the limit for the null hypothesis; 





Table 8 Simplified model using cubic regression method 
  Theta_0 Theta_1 Theta_2  %Conf 
Equation -5778.85 87.100  .00553 R2=0.99983 95% 
t_test -26.38 13.951 8.5271 T* =4.3026 95% 
 
 
The t-test was also performed on the results obtained from the five forward calculations 
for the minimization of time algorithm.  For the null hypotheses to be rejected, the t* 
must be greater than f which was 4.3026.  The t-statistic for all three parameters were 
greater than f.  From the t-test it can be concluded that every constant in the cubic 
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equation is significant.  A similar statistical test was performed for the linear regression 
model as seen in Table 9.  From the statistical results, it can be concluded that the linear 
and cubic curve fit can be used to accurately model the reactivity from shim rotation and 
the parameters calculated for the curve fit are statistically significant.  
 
Table 9 Simplified model using linear regression method 
  Theta_0 Theta_1   %Conf 
Equation -7573.9 140.3 R2=0.9962 95% 
t_test -27.6 28.1 T*=3.1824 95% 
 
Using the results for shim rotation obtained for the normal equation, 55.4 degrees, the 
range of reactivity within of specified confidence interval can be calculated.  For this 
scenario at a confidence of 95% the range in pcm for 55.4 degrees is between -120 and 
120 pcm.  This range is less than the desired range of under 150 pcm so the automation 
code assumes this is the correct solution and then moves on to calculate the results 
needed for step two, using 55.4 degrees as the starting case.   
 
For the minimization option based on the number of processors the initial guess was also 
55 degrees.  From this initial guess, the first two sequential forward calculations were 
with the shims rotated at 45 and 65 degrees.  From these initial results analyzed with the 
normal equation, the next shim location was predicted to be 54.7 degrees.  Therefore, 
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another forward calculation was run at 54.7 degrees, which revealed a departure from 
criticality of greater than 150 pcm.  With the three data points obtained from the previous 
runs, the normal equation was used to predict a new shim rotation at 55.4 degrees.  The 
results from this forward solution was around 32 pcm from critical.  Even though the 
initial guess was very close to the final solution, it took a total of four sequential runs 
before the solution converged within 150 pcm of critical.  However, fewer processors 
were used with this minimization option than with the minimization option based on 
time.     
 
Additional runs were performed for bounding cases to study the maximum number of 
iterations required to converge within 150 pcm of critical.  The minimum and maximum 
the shim positions are 0 to 90 degrees but the minimization of time algorithm chooses 
2*STEP lower and 2*STEP above the initial guess.  In this scenario the variable STEP 
was set equal to 10 degrees, therefore, for this test the starting positions were taken as 20 
degrees and 70 degrees to prevent calculations of shim rotations beyond the reactor 
specifications.  For the 20 degree scenario, the shim were rotated at 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40 
degrees for the minimization option based on time and 10, 30 for the minimization option 
based on the number of processors.   
 
For the 70-degree scenario, the shims were rotated at 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 degrees for 
minimization based on time and 60, 80 degree for minimization based on the number of 
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processors.  The convergence results for the maximum bounding shim position guesses 
can be seen in Table 10 .   
 
Table 10 Maximum Shim Positioning Results for minimization of time and processors 
Min 









Time 1 70 -10 5 55 ±293.6   
Time 2 55 -5 3 55 NA -87.9 
Proc 1 70 10 2 55.4 NA NA 
Proc 2 55.4 0 1 NA NA -32.5  
 
The upper bounding case required a total of two sequential runs for the time minimization 
option and three sequential runs for the minimization option based on the number of 
processors.  However, it took a total of eight processors for the minimization of time 
option but only three for the processors option. The results from the lower initial shim 























Time 1 70.0 -10 5 55.0 ±293.6   
Time 2 51.2 -5 3 56.2 0 94.5 
Proc 1 20.0 10 2 86.1 ±NA NA 
Proc 2 86.1 0 1 49.3 ±3083 4396.0 
Proc 3 49.3 0 1 58.0 ±1045 -841.6 
Proc 4 58.0 0 1 56.7 ±423 377.6 
Proc 5 56.1 0 1 56.2 0 97.0 
 
From the minimum shim position calculation, it took two sequential runs with a total of 
eight processors.  It took six sequential runs for the processors minimization option.  
 
STEP 2 OF LINEAR REGRESSION METHOD 
The simplified ATR model described in step 1 was used to demonstrate step2.  The first 
task for shim rotation prediction for step 2 was to take the data from step 1 as a starting 
point, which was 55.4 degrees in this scenario.  Three power splits were chosen for 
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testing the power split algorithm for shim rotation automation.  The regression code 
allows the user to input power splits as a fraction of the total power.  However, the code 
does not attempt to optimize the power split for the center flux trap.  This is because the 
center flux trap power split currently cannot be directly controlled with shim rotation.  
With these limitations in mind, the three different power splits that were used for testing 
the power split algorithm can be seen below: 
• 50/50=0.25 0.25 0.25  0.25 [Fraction of total power] 
• 54/46=0.23 0.24 0.26 0.27 [Fraction of total power] 
• 56/44=0.22 0.23 0.27 0.28 [Fraction of total power] 
 
In each case, the initial forward calculations were the same.  For the minimization of time 
option, the forward calculations were run at 40.4 degrees for one lobe while holding all of 
the other lobes at 55.4 degrees.  In addition, forward calculations were also run at 70.4 
degrees while holding the other three lobes at 55.4 degrees (see  
Table 12).  This resulted in a total of eight forward calculations that were run 
concurrently.  
 




For the time minimization problem the NW and NE lobes were rotated 40.4 degrees 
separately while the other three lobes were held constant and the SE and SW lobes were 
rotated at 70.4 degrees while the other three lobes were held constant (see Table 13).  
This required four sequential runs for the number of processors minimization option.      
Table 13 Shim position for the initial position for the minimization of processor option 
 
 
Once the initial forward calculations were finished, the normal equation was used to 
predict the shim positions needed to obtain the desired power splits.  Table 14 contains 
the results from the time minimization scenario whereas Table 15 contains the results 
from the option based on the minimization of processors.   
Table 14 Step2 for minimization of time 
NW NE SW SE
40.4 55.5 55.5 55.5
55.5 40.4 55.5 55.5
55.5 55.5 40.4 55.5
55.5 55.5 55.5 40.4
70.4 55.5 55.5 55.5
55.5 70.4 55.5 55.5
55.5 55.5 70.4 55.5
55.5 55.5 55.5 70.4
55.5 55.5 55.5 55.5
NW NE SW SE
40.4 55.5 55.5 55.5
55.5 40.4 55.5 55.5
55.5 55.5 70.4 55.5






X1[Degree] X2[Degree] X3[Degree] X4[Degree] 
50-50-Power 8 55 54.7 54.9 54.7 
50-50-keff 3 55 54.7 54.9 54.7 
54-46-Power 8 28.6 46.8 63.7 82 
54-46-keff 3 25 43.3 60.2 78.4 
56-44 Power 8 16.6 36.1 75.3 94.6 








X1[Degree] X2[Degree] X3[Degree] X4[Degree] 
50-50-Power 4 48.3 49.3 45.3 43.3 
50-50-keff 2 57 58 54 51.9 
54-46-Power 4 21.8 42.3 56.6 70.6 
54-46-keff 2 25.9 46.4 60.7 74.6 
56-44 Power 4 9.6 30 68.1 82.4 
56-44 -keff 2 9.6 29.6 67.7 82 
 
 
On the left column of both tables there is the name of the scenario followed by either 
power or keff.  The power label represents that the normal equation was used to predict 
the corrected power split.  The keff label represents that the normal equation was used to 
predict a uniform change in shim rotation that would result in a reactivity value of 0.0 
pcm.  For example in Table 14 for the 54-56-Power row eight forward solutions were 
used to predict a shim rotation of 28.6, 46,8, 63.7 and 82.0 degrees for the desired power 
split.  Then at this new predicted value (xi) and at xi ±STEP2 three forward solutions 
were run.  From these three forward solutions, the normal equation predicted that a shim 




Once the new shim positions were predicted a confirmatory run was needed to ensure the 
eigenvalue result was within the specified tolerance (TOL1) and the power split results 
were within the specified tolerance (TOL2).  The results from the confirmatory run for 
both minimizations based on time and processors can be seen in Table 16 and Table 17 
respectively.   
 
Table 16 Step 2 minimization of time 









50-50 Result 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 -115.875 
50-50 Goal 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 - 
Results-Goal 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 - 
54-46 Result 0.233 0.239 0.257 0.271 -1.666 
54-46 Goal 0.230 0.240 0.260 0.270   
Results-Goal 0.003 -0.001 -0.003 0.001   
56-44 Results 0.228 0.230 0.263 0.270 -14.600 
56-44 Goal 0.220 0.230 0.270 0.278    


















50-50 Result 0.252 0.253 0.249 0.247 35.200 
50-50 Goal 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250   
Results-Goal 0.002 0.003 -0.001 -0.003 - 
54-46 Result 0.233 0.241 0.258 0.268 -31.570 
54-46 Goal 0.230 0.240 0.260 0.270   
Results-Goal 0.003 0.001 -0.002 -0.002   
56-44 Results 0.229 0.232 0.264 0.275 -6.326 
56-44 Goal 0.220 0.230 0.270 0.280    
Results-Goal 0.009 0.002 -0.006 -0.005 - 
 
Both the minimization based on time and on the number of processors were able to 
converge to the final solution within one outer iteration.   
Conclusion 
The cubic regression method is effective for automating shim rotation prediction.  One 
option that was available with the cubic regression method was to optimize the code 
based on reducing the time or reducing the number of processors used.  For Step 1 of 
shim rotation prediction only two sequential runs were needed for the time optimization 
method.  The processor optimization method was able to converge to the desired solution 
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with a maximum of six sequential runs.  For Step 2 of shim rotation automation the time 
option has a maximum of three sequential runs using at most eight processors.  The 
processor optimization option had a total of seven sequential runs before converging on 
the desired solution.  Because the adjoint solution of the transport equation is not needed 
for the cubic regression method, this method can be applied to all eigenvalue solvers.  
Future work for the cubic regression method includes modifying the code to automate 




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE 
WORK 
In 2007 the DOE declared the ATR a national scientific user facility [Allen et al 2010].  
This declaration expanded the focus of the ATR from naval reactor applications to 
include diversified classes of academic and industrial experiments.  For these reasons, the 
INL is in the process of upgrading safety analysis to include more accurate and flexible 
models.   
 
An essential part of the new suite of codes for safety analysis is their ability to predict 
how the reactor will behave at startup.  Before any reactor startup, the operators must 
know where the outer shim control cylinders (OSCC) should be rotated to obtain 
criticality.  In addition, the shims must independently be rotated so that the specified 
power split for the inserted experiments and reactor fuel composition are obtained.  One 
concern with the new suite of codes such as NEWT is the impracticality of obtaining the 
needed shim rotation predictions through manual iterations.  Therefore, perturbation 
theory was implemented for automating the shim rotation calculations to speed up the 
startup analysis, which would otherwise be prohibitively computational-intensive.  
However, it was shown that ordinary first order perturbation theory failed to handle large 
control system movements so a modified form of first order perturbation theory, called 
phase space interpolated perturbation theory, was developed to more accurately model 
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shim rotation prediction.  Phase space interpolated perturbation theory uses a modified 
phase space interpolated adjoint flux in the perturbed regions by solving the adjoint 
solution for a bounding scenario.  The perturbation inner product evaluation wit bounding 
forward and a modified adjoint phase space interpolated fluxes provide a realistic 
representation of the perturbed solution.  This is especially true for cases intermediated to 
the bounding configuration.   
 
Phase space interpolated perturbation theory fundamentally improved the reactor physics 
modeling capability for optimization and automation calculations for the ATR.  Phase 
space interpolated perturbation theory can be applied to any neutron transport code that 
can solve both the forward and adjoint form of the transport equation.  As long as there is 
a known range of changes to the system that need to be analyzed then phase space 
interpolated perturbation theory can provide a quick and accurate method for calculating 
the effect of those changes on reactivity.  The application that phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory was demonstrated in this dissertation for shim rotation prediction of 
the ATR 
 
For neutronic codes that do not have the capabilities of calculating the adjoint a different 





Shim rotation prediction is a two-step process.  The first step involves determining the 
uniform shim position required for the reactor to be critical.  The second step involves 
determining the non-uniform shim positions needed to achieve the specified power splits 
within each of the four experimental lobes while still maintaining criticality.   
 
Both phase space interpolated perturbation theory and the cubic regression method were 
used to automate shim rotation prediction for both of the required steps needed for 
startup.  One of the options implemented was to run the calculations so that the number 
of processors being used was minimized or the amount of time to converge on the correct 
solution was minimized.  Bounding case scenarios were tested to determine that each 
automating method would converge on the correct solution in a reasonable amount of 
time and with a reasonable number of processors.   
 
Shim rotation automation for ATR startup using perturbation theory was accomplished 
but additional work is still needed for shim rotation automation for an entire reactor 
cycle.  The next recommended step involves automating shim rotation for burn up 
calculations.  As the reactor is increased to full power at startup the fuel will begin to 
fission and the reactivity will decrease.  To maintain criticality the OSCC shims will need 
to be rotated away from the core and the neck shims will eventually need to be removed 
from the reactor.   All of these steps must occur while maintaining criticality and keeping 
within the specified tolerances for the power splits.   Shim rotation as a function of 
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burnup can be automated with a combination of phase space interpolated perturbation 
theory, linear regression, and a depletion code such as Origen.  Phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory could be used to predict where the shims need to be adjusted as the 
core is being depleted.  When the shims are moved at a specified distance then a new 
forward and adjoint calculation could then be run and the process repeated.   
 
Additional work on ATR physics analysis could also involve using phase space 
interpolated perturbation theory for ATR fuel placement optimization.  One potential 
advantage of using phase space interpolated perturbation theory instead of FOPT for fuel 
placement optimization is phase space interpolated perturbation theory may be able to 
handle both the spent fuel and fresh fuel whereas FOPT has been shown to work only 
with spent fuel placement.   
 
Phase space interpolated perturbation theory is an original approach to perturbation 
theory that works well when bounding cases are known.  It can be applied to any 
transport code that provides both the forward and adjoint solutions.  Unlike first order 
perturbation theory, phase space interpolated perturbation theory can even be used for 
large perturbations such as shim or control rod removal while still only requiring two 
eigenvalue solutions.  It produces results that are more comparable to higher order 




APPENDIX A:  ADDITIONAL VALIDATION OF PHASE SPACE 
INTERPOLATED PERTURBATION THEORY 
Three examples will be used to validate phase space interpolated perturbation theory.  
The first example involves replacing an aluminum experiment for a cobalt experiment in 
multiple ATR locations.  The second example involves calculating the reactivity worth of 
multiple control shims being withdrawn from the reactor.  The final example involves 
calculating the integral control rod worth curve. 
 
The first example was looking at the change in reactivity from replacing I-hole aluminum 
fillers with cobalt production targets.  The I-holes surround the ATR’s center flux trap 
and are typically used to irradiate cobalt targets.  A simplified model of the ATR, as 
discussed in Chapter 2, was used for this example with the addition of a more detailed 







Figure 29 Cobalt experimental placements in the I-holes  
The aluminum was incrementally replaced with cobalt starting from the very right I- hole 
and working clockwise.  The forward calculation was computed with all the I-holes filled 
with aluminum, and the adjoint calculation for phase space interpolated perturbation 
theory was with all 16 I- holes filled with cobalt.  The results from phase space 
interpolated perturbation theory were compared against results from first order 






Figure 30 Comparison of FOPT, phase space interpolated and forward solution for cobalt experiment 
As seen in the Figure 30 SCPT was a significantly improvement to FOPT.   
  
The second example involves calculating the change in reactivity from removing the neck 
shims of the ATR.  The simplified model of the ATR that was used in the second 
example was also used for this example with the addition of the twenty-four neck shims 
as seen in Figure 31.  The neck shims were 0.5 cm in diameter and were composed of 
hafnium (13.31 g/cc).  When the neck shims are removed the neck followers, which are 


































Figure 31 Shim rod removal/insertion scenario 
 
In this example, the forward calculation was performed with all of the neck shims 
inserted and the adjoint calculation for SCPT was done with all of the neck shims 
removed.  Starting from the four outermost neck shims, in groups of four and for six 






Figure 32 Comparison of results for control rod insertion 
As seen in Figure 32, phase space interpolated perturbation theory significantly 
outperformed first order perturbation theory.  As seen in the other example, the errors of 
phase space interpolated perturbation theory are comparable to the errors of a linear 
regression method.   
 
The final example with phase space interpolated perturbation theory is an integral control 
rod worth curve for a simplified reactor that is 100 cm wide and 100 cm high with 
reflecting boundaries along sides and vacuum boundary along the top and bottom.  The 
reactor is composed of 90 weight percent U235 and 10 weight percent of boron-10 with a 
density of 2.0 g/cc.  In the middle of the reactor is a boron control rod with an aluminum 
follower that is 2 cm thick.  The density of the boron-10 control rod is 2.34 g/cc whereas 



























curve is analyzed for ten equally spaced insertion steps that are 10 cm apart   (See Figure 
33).   
 
Figure 33 2D control rod insertion geometry 
The control rod worth curve was calculated using FOPT, phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory, exact perturbation theory, and a linear regression method.  The linear 
regression method uses the eigenvalue from the bounding cases to interpolate other 
results.  The linear regression method has been seen to work well for changes that give 
rise to linear responses, but for nonlinear reactivity effects the linear method will contain 
larger errors.  For FOPT the adjoint and forward eigenvalue solutions were calculated 
with the control rod removed.  For the phase space interpolated perturbation theory, the 
forward eigenvalue solution was calculated with the control rod removed and the adjoint 





space interpolated perturbation theory provides the full range for calculating the integral 
control rod worth curve.  The results from all four methods can be seen in the Figure 34.  
 
 
Figure 34 Rod insertion calculations 
The phase space interpolated perturbation theory, exact perturbation theory, and the 
linear regression method all line up relatively well, but as expected the first order 
perturbation theory over predicts the negative reactivity associated with shim insertion.  
However, phase space interpolated perturbation theory captures nonlinearities in the rod 
insertion worth with excellent fidelity.  A plot of the error from shim insertion for phase 






























Figure 35 Comparison of the error from phase space interpolated perturbation theory and linear interpolation. 
As seen in Figure 35 phase space interpolated perturbation theory on average had smaller 
errors then the linear regression method.  Hence highly nonlinear changes such as control 
rod worth phase space interpolated perturbation theory will outperform the linear 
regression method as well as FOPT.   
 
Three different applications for phase space interpolated perturbation theory were 
analyzed.  The results from all three applications demonstrated that phase space 
interpolated perturbation theory provided a much more accurate calculation than FOPT.  
The final example also showed that for highly nonlinear results, phase space interpolated 




















APPENDIX B: USERS GUIDE TO PERTN AND ASSOCIATED 
TOOLS 
PertN (Perturbation theory with NEWT) is a computer code that was developed as an 
external wrapper for NEWT.  PertN reads in data obtained from a modified form of 
NEWT and then performs either first order perturbation theory (FOPT), exact 
perturbation theory (EPT), or phase space interpolated perturbation theory (SPCT) by 
looking at the changes in reactivity as a function of the changes in cross section.  There is 
also a subroutine built into PertN that estimates reactivity from shim rotation for the 
Advanced Test Reactor.  Each section of the user guide will include a description of how 
to run the code and associated tools followed by a detailed walkthrough.   
 
NOTE:  This user guide is written with the assumption that the user already knows how 
to run NEWT.  
 
Using FOPT, EPT, or SCPT for Changes in Cross Sections 
PertN is used for post processing the results from NEWT to apply perturbation theory to 
a reactor model for quick estimations of reactivity from small changes to the core.  For all 
of PertN the user will need to first run Newt multiple times and then assemble the needed 
output files into a working directory.  Then PertN can be run from the working directory 
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and the results can be analyzed from an Excel readable output file.  The algorithms used 
within PertN are discussed in detail in “Study 1” chapter of the dissertation.  As a 
standalone wrapper, PertN can perform perturbation theory on any type of model as long 
as there is a difference in macroscopic cross sections and other parameters of the model 
are not changed.  Such parameters include the grid and mesh size, the geometry 
description, the Sn Pn value, and the energy group structure.    
 
NEWT, a neutron transport module integrated in the SCALE suite, has been modified to 
output four files needed to run PertN.  See Appendix E for a detailed description of all of 
modifications made to Newt.  The four files are:    
• Cross_text.txt 
• Pert_text.txt 
• Other_spect.txt [optional] 
• Adjoint_spec.txt [optional] 
 
The file “Cross_text.txt” is generated by running the NEWT input deck for a typical 
forward calculation.  The file can also be generated after changing the NEWT parameter 
flag from “run=yes” to “run=no”.  Generating the cross sections with the “run=no” 
parameter flag should take NEWT less than 3 seconds.  With the “run=no” parameter flag 
the cross sections will first be processed by the SCALE cross section sequence which 
includes modules such as crawdad, bonami, worker, t-xsec.  These modules provide 
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weighting functions for the microscopic cross sections.  The weighted microscopic cross 
sections are then mixed within each zone to produced zone specific macroscopic cross 
section.  The mixed macroscopic cross sections are then used for with NEWT for the 
discrete ordinate transport code and are also saved as a file “Cross_text.txt” for use with 
PertN.        
 
The file “Pert_txt.txt” is generated by running the NEWT input deck for a typical forward 
calculation.  The file Pert_txt.txt contains the geometry description of the problem, the 
unperturbed macroscopic cross sections, the angular flux, and all of the additional data 
needed for PertN.  If the adjoint solution is run in the same input deck as the forward 
solution then Pert_txt.txt will also contain the adjoint angular flux.  If the adjoint 
calculation is run in the same input deck as the forward calculation then it is essential that 
the adjoint calculation always occur after the forward calculation. 
 
The file “Other_spect.txt” is produced from running a forward calculation with NEWT 
and contains only angular flux.  The file “Adjoint_spec.txt” is produced by running  
NEWT with the “forward=no” parameter flag.  This parameter flag tells NEWT to solve 
for the adjoint solution instead of the forward solution.  The file “Adjoint_spec.txt” 




Once all of the data obtained  from running NEWT multiple times are copied into the 
working directory, then the user needs to create an input file, “User_input.txt”, to tell 
PertN the type of perturbation calculation needed.  An example of what the 
“User_input.txt” file looks like can be seen in Figure 36. 
 
Figure 36 User input file for PertN called "User_input.txt" 
The first line of “User_input.txt” is a comment line that typically describes the purpose of 
the next line that is a Boolean (.true./.false.) flag.  This is repeated for a total of eight 
comments and eight .true./.false. answers.  The first set of Boolean flags specifies 
whether PertN is used for shim rotation.  The second, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh set 
of Boolean flags are currently used as place holders for future releases and should not be 
modified.  The third set of Boolean flags are used to turn on (.true.) or off (.false.) the 
option of running exact perturbation theory in addition to FOPT.  If the third Boolean flag 
is turned on (.true.) then PertN will look for the file “Other_spect.txt” within the working 
directory.    
TRUE/FALSE with Shim Rotation 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE with Other Flux True 
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions]  
.false 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions]  
.true. 




The last set of Boolean flags allows the user to turn on or off the switch that tells PertN 
that the unperturbed adjoint was calculated in the same input deck as the forward (.false.) 
or that the unperturbed adjoint eigenvalue was calculated in a separate input deck (.true.).  
If the switch is set to true, then PertN will look for the file “Adjoint_spec.txt” within the 
working directory. 
 
If the adjoint calculation is for the exact unperturbed case as the forward calculation then 
PertN will calculate the results associated with FOPT.  However, if the adjoint 
calculation is the bounding case instead of the unperturbed case then PertN will calculate 
perturbations based on phase space interpolated perturbation theory.   
 
All of the data obtained from NEWT needs to be copied into the current working 
directory where PertN will be run, along with the user input deck that needs to be labeled 
“User_input.txt”.  PertN is then run by typing in the command line the word 
“perturbation”.  Once PertN has completed all of the calculations specified in 
“User_input.txt”, it will save the results in an Excel readable file called 
“Excell_output.txt”.  The output includes the predicted eigenvalue for the perturbed case 




The walkthrough for a specific example with PertN involves looking at the change in 
reactivity from changing the density of a simplified reactor core.  The reactor core is 20 
cm long and 20 cm high composed of U-235 with a density of 2.000 g/cc and has vacuum 
boundary conditions on all four sides.  The first step is to run forward calculation with 
NEWT, which is accomplished with the input deck seen in Figure 37.  Once the forward 
calculation has been run there will be a file created where the forward calculation was run 
called “Pert_txt.txt”.  This file needs to be copied to the working directory.   
 
NOTE:  The working directory for PertN should not be the same directory where NEWT 







 Figure 37 Input deck used for walkthrough 
 
The next step is to run the unperturbed adjoint calculation with NEWT.  This is also 
accomplished with the same input deck (Figure 37) with one change.  In the parameter 
line the “forward=yes” command needs to be switched to “forward=no.”  This tells 
NEWT to solve for the adjoint transport equation instead of the forward transport 
=t-xsec   ]      




' Side Plates Al-6061 T6 
' Fuel Meat 
wtptfuelmeat    1   2.000  1 
                92235   100 







equation.  When NEWT has finished calculating the adjoint there will be a file called 
Adjoint_spec.txt that needs to be copied to the working directory.   
 
The third file that is needed from NEWT is the perturbed macroscopic cross section file, 
called “Cross_text.txt.”  This file is used to compare the unperturbed cross section with 
the new cross section for performing perturbation theory.  The same input deck used for 
the forward calculation can be used for this calculation (Figure 37) with two 
modifications.  The first modification is in the parameter section of the input deck the 
“run=yes” command needs to be changed to “run=no” command.  The second item that 
needs to be modified is the density of the fuel.  In this case, the density of fuel (2.000 g/cc 
specified) is changed to a density of 3.000 g/cc.  When NEWT has finished computing 
the macroscopic cross sections for each zone, it will save the results to a file 
“Cross_text.txt” that needs to be copied into the working director.  Next the 
“User_input.txt” needs to be modified for this specific problem and then PertN can be 
run.  The file “User_input.txt” needs to specify that shim rotation calculation is not being 
run (with Shim Rotaiton= .false.), that only results from FOPT are desired (Other Flux 
True =.false.), and that the forward and adjoint results were calculated separately (with 
Adjoint flux separate = .true.), see Figure 39.  The three areas highlighted are the three 





Figure 38 User_input.txt file used for FOPT calculation with a separate forward and adjoint 
Once all four files have been copied into the working directory, the final step is to run 
PertN by typing in the working directory “perturbation.”  The results from PertN 
predicted that changing the density from 2.000 g/cc to 3.000 g/cc cause an increase in the 
k-eff eigenvalue  from 0.503972 to  0.775415 for a total change in reactivity of 69460.5 
pcm.   
 
Shim Rotation Calculations with PertN 
One of the modules built into PertN is made specifically for shim rotation prediction with 
the ATR.  To run this module the user input file “User_input.txt” , that was also 
discussed above,  needs to be set up as seen below in Figure 39. 
 
TRUE/FALSE with Shim Rotation 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE with Other Flux True 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions]  
.false 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions]  
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.true. 






Figure 39 File “User_input.txt” used for shim rotation prediction of the ATR. 
In order to run shim rotation prediction the first set of Boolean flags needs to be turned 
on (TRUE/FALSE with Shim Rotation =.true.).  This tells PertN to use the subroutine for 
shim rotation prediction.  The last set of Boolean flags tells PertN if the adjoint was 
calculated in separate input decks (.true.) or in the same input deck (.false.).  None of the 
other Boolean flags needs to be changed.  The last set of Boolean flags tells PertN if both 
TRUE/FALSE with Shim Rotation 
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE with Other Flux True 
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions]  
.false 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions]  
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE with adjoint flux separate 
.true. 
  Older shims 
    [NE] 
    [NW] 
    [SE] 
    [SW] 
 New OSCC shims  
    [NE] 
    [NW] 
    [SE] 





the forward and adjoint were run in the same input deck (.false), or if the forward and 
adjoint were run in separate input decks (.true.).   
 
The first part of the new section of the “User_text.txt” is a comment line followed by the 
initial shim position for the NW, NE, SW, and SE lobes each on a separate line and all in 
units of degrees.  Then another comment is used and then followed by the new shim 
position for the NW, NE, SW, and SE lobes each on a separate line also in units of 
degrees. 
 
For shim rotation prediction the files “User_input.txt”, “Pert_txt.txt” and maybe the 
“Adjoint_spec.txt” ,if the last Boolean flag is set to .true.,  are needed in the working 
directory.  Once the required two or three files are in the working directory the user runs 
PertN by typing the word “perturbation” into the command line.  Once PertN has finished 
the results from shim rotation will be saved to an Excel readable file.  The output file 
contains both the unperturbed and perturbed k-eigenvalue solution along with the change 
in reactivity in units of pcm.   
 
A simple walkthrough to demonstrate shim rotation prediction with PertN looks at the 
change in reactivity for rotating the shims uniformly from 60.0 degrees to 50.0 degrees.  
FOPT could be used for shim rotation prediction, but as shown in the first study of the 
dissertation, FOPT does not work well for shim rotation prediction.  Instead, the modified 
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form of phase space interpolated perturbation theory as explained in the second study of 
the dissertation is used.  The input deck that will be used in this walk through is the same 
input deck used for both the second and third study and can be found in Appendix D.   
 
The first step in shim rotation prediction is to run the forward calculation with Newt.  
This is accomplished by running the input deck found in Appendix D.  To run for 60 
degrees the input deck needs to be change at ROT_SHIM_[N,S][E,W] where [N,S][E,W] 
can represent NW, NE, SW, or SE to 60 degrees as seen in Figure 40 and Figure 41.   
 
Figure 40 Location of place holder for shim rotation 
' NE Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     23    origin   x=10.16961     y=43.01896     rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_NW   com='N3 OSCC' 
   hole     24    origin   x=30.00890     y=44.37307     rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_NW   com='N4 OSCC' 
   hole     25    origin   x=44.37307     y=30.00890     rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_NW    com='E1 OSCC' 
   hole     26    origin   x=43.01896     y=10.16961     rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_NW    com='E2 OSCC' 
 
' SE Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     27    origin   x=43.01896     y=-10.16961    rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_NE   com='E3 OSCC' 
   hole     28    origin   x=44.37307     y=-30.00890    rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_NE   com='E4 OSCC' 
   hole     29    origin   x=30.00890     y=-44.37307    rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_NE    com='S1 OSCC' 
   hole     30    origin   x=10.16961     y=-43.01896    rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_NE    com='S2 OSCC' 
 
' SW Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     31    origin   x=-10.16961    y=-43.01896    rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_SW   com='S3 OSCC' 
   hole     32    origin   x=-30.00890    y=-44.37307    rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_SW   com='S4 OSCC' 
   hole     33    origin   x=-44.37307    y=-30.00890    rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_SW    com='W1 OSCC' 
   hole     34    origin   x=-43.01896    y=-10.16961    rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_SW    com='W2 OSCC' 
 
' NW Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     35    origin   x=-43.01896    y=10.16961     rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_SE   com='W3 OSCC' 
   hole     36    origin   x=-44.37307    y=30.00890     rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_SE   com='W4 OSCC' 
   hole     21    origin   x=-30.00890    y=44.37307     rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_SE    com='N1 OSCC' 





Figure 41 The modified input deck to represent rotation of shim at 60 degrees 
Once this change is made then the input deck can be run with NEWT.  Once NEWT has 
finished running the file “Pert_text.txt” needs to be moved to the working directory. 
 
The second step for phase space interpolated perturbation theory shim rotation prediction 
is to run the modified phase space interpolated adjoint.  This is accomplished by using the 
same input deck that was used for the forward calculation with an additional five 
changes.  The first change is with the parameter section of the NEWT input.  Here the 
“forward=true” needs to be replaced with “forward=false”.  The four other changes occur 
in the material assignment section in the geometry section of NEWT.  The following four 
lines found in the Newt input deck need to be change from Figure 42 to Figure 43.  What 
these four lines in the input deck to is the swap the hafnium material (17, 18) for the 
' NE Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     23    origin   x=10.16961     y=43.01896     rotate a1=-60     com='N3 OSCC' 
   hole     24    origin   x=30.00890     y=44.37307     rotate a1=-60     com='N4 OSCC' 
   hole     25    origin   x=44.37307     y=30.00890     rotate a1=60      com='E1 OSCC' 
   hole     26    origin   x=43.01896     y=10.16961     rotate a1=60      com='E2 OSCC' 
 
' SE Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     27    origin   x=43.01896     y=-10.16961    rotate a1=-60      com='E3 OSCC' 
   hole     28    origin   x=44.37307     y=-30.00890    rotate a1=-60      com='E4 OSCC' 
   hole     29    origin   x=30.00890     y=-44.37307    rotate a1=60       com='S1 OSCC' 
   hole     30    origin   x=10.16961     y=-43.01896    rotate a1=60       com='S2 OSCC' 
 
' SW Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     31    origin   x=-10.16961    y=-43.01896    rotate a1=-60       com='S3 OSCC' 
   hole     32    origin   x=-30.00890    y=-44.37307    rotate a1=-60       com='S4 OSCC' 
   hole     33    origin   x=-44.37307    y=-30.00890    rotate a1=60        com='W1 OSCC' 
   hole     34    origin   x=-43.01896    y=-10.16961    rotate a1=60        com='W2 OSCC' 
 
' NW Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     35    origin   x=-43.01896    y=10.16961     rotate a1=-60        com='W3 OSCC' 
   hole     36    origin   x=-44.37307    y=30.00890     rotate a1=-60        com='W4 OSCC' 
   hole     21    origin   x=-30.00890    y=44.37307     rotate a1=60         com='N1 OSCC' 




beryllium material ( 4) and the beryllium material (16, 19) to hafnium (6) as seen in 
Figure 20 found in Study 2.    
      
Figure 42 Lines to search for when modifying input for calculating the adjoint for shim rotation prediction 
 
 
Figure 43 The modified adjoint input deck changes 
Once the five changes have been made, then NEWT can be run.  Once NEWT has 
finished, the output file “Adjoint_spec.txt” can be copied to working directory. 
 
The final step that is needed for shim rotation prediction is to modify the “User_input.txt” 
file so that PertN knows to run the subroutine for shim rotation prediction [with Shim 
Rotation = .true.], that the forward and adjoint or separate [with adjoint flux separate = 
.true.], and to start at 60 degrees and ending at 50 degrees.  (Figure 44) 
 
media      16  1  250   -100 
media      17  1  250   -100 
media      18  1  250   -100 
media      19  1  250   -100 
media      6  1  250   -100 
media      4  1  250   -100 
media      4  1  250   -100 




Figure 44  Input deck for sample problem with shim rotation prediction 
The results from shim rotation prediction with phase space interpolated perturbation 
theory include a new eigenvalue approximation of 0.993663 for a total change in 
reactivity of -1341.4 pcm 
TRUE/FALSE with Shim Rotation 
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE with Other Flux True 
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.false. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions]  
.false 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions]  
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE [For future additions] 
.true. 
TRUE/FALSE with adjoint flux separate 
.true. 












Shim Rotation Automation with Spect_Pert.py 
PertN is a computer code written in FORTRAN used for reactivity calculations 
associated with shim rotation prediction or changes in macroscopic cross sections.  
However, it does not have the built in ability for shim rotation prediction automation.  To 
accomplish shim rotation automation a python code was written that interacts with PertN.   
The only file that is needed for shim rotation automation for phase space interpolated 
perturbation theory is the standard NEWT input file (Appendix D).   
 
The ATR input deck is placed in the working directory and the user enters the command 
“Spec_Pert.py.”  The python script will ask the user to enter the following: 
• An initial guess for shim rotation [degrees],  
• the name of the NEWT file [as described above],  
• whether the user wants to minimize based on the number of processors [1]  or 
time [2],  
• the desired power split in the NW, NE, SW, SE lobe in units of fractional power,  
• the tolerance for the reactivity [pcm],  
• the tolerance for the power split [fraction power]. 
The python script will automatically run forward and adjoint calculations with NEWT, 
take the data from NEWT and run PertN, and continue this process until it has converged 




A walkthrough using the initial input deck found in Appendix D is as follows.  The first 
step for shim rotation automating is to copy the input deck from Appendix D into the 
working directory.  In this case, the input deck was saved as “ATR_Shim.txt”.  The next 
step is to type the following on the command line of the working directory: 




Figure 45 Questions and answers for phase space interpolated perturbation theory shim rotation automation 
Once all of the questions have been answered, the python script will create the necessary 
input decks and submit the necessary jobs on the cluster.  The python script will then wait 
for the processors to finish with the scale calculations and then the python script will 
analyze the data and submit additional calculations as needed.  When the python script 
has converged on with the desired tolerances for both the eigenvalue and power split the 
    Please enter guess of initial shim rotation (20-70): 70 
    Please enter Newt file for shim rotation prediction: ATR_Shim.txt 
    Please enter if minimizing number of runs 1) or time 2):")  2 
    Please enter desired power split in the following format with NW-SE being fraction 
adding up to 1.000 
    [1., NW,  NE,  SW,  SE, 1.000] 
    [1.  .23, .24, .26, .27, 1.000] 
    Enter tolerance for step 1 in units of PCM (default is 150 pcm)  150 




results for step1 will be 55.7 degrees and the results for step 2 will be  25.1 degrees, 42.5 
degrees, 60.4 degrees, and 78.0 degrees for the NW, NE, SW, SE lobes respectively.   
 
Shim Rotation Automation with Non_pert.py 
The exact same procedure used for automating shim rotation prediction for phase space 
interpolated perturbation theory is used for running shim rotation automation using the 
cubic regression method with one exception.  Instead of typing “Spec_pert.py” the user 
needs to type “Non_pert.py” in the command line of the working directory.  The python 
script “Non_pert.py” will ask the same questions and automates the entire process until it 
has converged both on the desired tolerance for reactivity and for the desired tolerance 




APPENDIX C:  METHOD USED FOR ROTATING DRUMS. 
The outer shim control cylinders (OSCC) are rotating reflecting and absorbing cylinders 
located in the beryllium reflector surrounding the fuel.  OSCC rotation is the primary 
method used to control the core.  There are four OSCC per quadrant with a total of 16.  
N1 to N4 in the north quadrant, E1 to E4 in the east quadrant, S1 to S4 in the south 
quadrant and W1 to W4 in the west quadrant.  Each of the OSCC has 120 degrees of its 
periphery covered by hafnium absorber plates.  The hafnium absorber plates are 0.25 
inches thick and 46 inches long.  The hafnium plates move away from the core as the 
degree of rotation increases.  Therefore increasing the degree of rotation will increase the 
reactivity of the reactor.  The shims are rotated in groups of four.  The four groupings are 
as follows: 
• N3, N4, E1, E2  
• E3, E4, S1, S2  
• S3, S4, W1, W2 
• W3, W4, N1 N2 
The NEWT model of the ATR is created in such a way that shim rotation is accomplished 
by changing the angles on the ‘rot=’ card in the standard input deck (Appendix D).  This 
makes rotating the shims relatively simple; however, when applying perturbation theory 
to shim rotation the mesh for the NEWT model cannot change.  To use perturbation 
theory for shim rotation prediction a subroutine was added to the computer code PertN 
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that could change the assignment of materials within the cells of a zone without having to 
modify the mesh.   
 
Modifications of the assignment of materials within cells occur when a portion of the 
hafnium mesh is replaced with beryllium and a portion of the beryllium mesh is replaced 
with hafnium.  This is accomplished by first determining which regions need to be 
modified, then finding the relationship of each cell within those regions, and finally 
swapping the material assignments.  A picture of the cells within each zone for the OSCC 
shim can be seen in the Figure 46.  The figure on the left hand side is a drawing of the 
shims meshed with NEWT.  The figure on the right hand side is how PertN would change 
material composition for shims being rotated five degrees clockwise.     
 
Figure 46 Picture of the OSCC in NEWT before (left) material assignment and after (right) material assignment 
 
NEWT uses an arbitrary polyhedral geometry that can have 12+ sides for each cell and 
can be concave.  The NEWT code saves the x and y coordinates for all of the vertices of 





save the relationship between each cell.  To determine the relationship of the cells in 
respect to each other an algorithm was developed that utilized the vertices for each 
polyhedral cell within a zone.   
 
The first step in the cell relationship algorithm was to find the average x position and y 
position for the cell by summing all of the vertices for each cell and dividing by the 
number of vertices.  The average values for both the x and y coordinate system is then 
subtracted from the respective center of the arc that makes up the zone for each OSCC 
shim.  Then the angle with respect to the positive x axis (Figure 46), and by working 
counter clockwise, is calculated for each cell and is compared to other cells.  The cells are 
then order by incremental angular values to determine the relationship between each cell 
found within each zone or region.  From this simple algorithm, the location of each cell 
within a zone can be determined and that information can be used to swap the material 
composition of a cell in a specified zone.  
 
There are two possible directions needed for shim rotation, clockwise or counter 
clockwise.  There are also two steps needed for material replacement, replacing beryllium 
with hafnium or replacing hafnium with beryllium.  The algorithm for shim rotation is 
therefore broken up into four procedures depending on which OSCC shims are being 
rotated and direction of rotation.  It is important to note that the 1st and 2nd shims in each 
of the four quadrants (N ,E, S, W) move in the opposite direction of the 3rd and 4th shims 
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in the same quadrature.  For example to move the shims away from the reactor in the 
North quadrant the N1 and N2 shims are moved counter clockwise and the N3 and N4 
shims are moved clockwise. 
 
Each of the hafnium absorber plates in the NEWT model occupies an area of 35.4009 
cm2.  That is equivalent to 0.098346 cm2 per degree.  The user selects the size of the 
rotation then the algorithm will calculate that area within the hafnium plate that needs to 
be converted to beryllium starting with the boundary cell.  The amount of area that the 
newly swapped cell occupies is subtracted from the total amount of area needed and then 
the next cell is reassigned beryllium.  This iterative processes takes place until there is a 
negative area needed for swapping Hf with Be.  Once a negative value has been 
determine, the final cell just before the negative value is not included in the list of cells 
that need to have the materials swapped.  The code follows the same process for 
swapping Be with Hf in a similar manner.   
 
As mentioned above, because the mesh cannot be changed for shim rotation there will be 
only discrete number of shim rotation angles possible.  Therefore, improve the accuracy 
of shim rotation a more resolved mesh is needed.  However, the more refined the mesh 




One way to determine the mesh refinement for first order perturbation theory is to look at 
the average reactivity per degree of rotation.  This can be approximated with an integral 
worth curve for shim rotation (Figure 47).  The linear slope between 40 and 80 degrees is 
around $0.15 per degree that corresponds to around 100 pcm per degree.  This means that 
a refinement of less than 1 degree will produce errors that will typically be less than 100 
pcm.  The refinement of the shim’s mesh will depend on the desired tolerance.   
 
Figure 47 OSCC integral worth versus degree withdrawn [SAR-153] 
Once the subroutine has finished reassigning hafnium and beryllium in relation to the 
desired shim rotation, PertN will continue as it does for other perturbation codes (See 
Study 1).  For example, in one of the subroutines in PertN, it will compare the 
unperturbed material composition to the perturbed material composition cell by cell, as it 
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does with perturbations from changes in density.  PertN will only perform perturbations 
on the materials that have a change in composition.  When the perturbation theory code is 
comparing the perturbed shims with the unperturbed shims it will see that the material 
assignments are different in some of the cells and will compute the reactivity effects from 
changing the material in those cells.  The approximation of shim rotation can all be 




APPENDIX D:  THE SIMPLIFIED INPUT DECK USED FOR BOTH 
PHASE SPACE INTERPOLATED PERTURBATION THEORY AND 
CUBIC REGRESSION METHOD. 
 
=t-xsec         




' Side Plates Al-6061 T6 
 h2o        1  den=1.1    1.000    310.9    end 
 wtptsides  2     2.7   9         
            14000    0.64 
            26000    0.4 
            29000    0.25 
            25055    0.08 
            12000    0.9 
            24000    0.19 
'            30000    0.03                                                 com='Zn not available used Cu' 
            29000    0.03 
            22000    0.02 
            13027    97.49     
            1.000    400   end 
 
 h2o        3  den=0.99305    1.000    310.9    end 
 
 be         4  den=1.850      1.000    310.9    end 
 
 h2o        5  den=0.99305    1.000    310.9    end 
' Hafnium 
 wtpthf     6     13.31    2 
            40000    2.0 
            72000    98.0 
            1.000    300      end 
 





' OSCC Beryllium 
atomoscc_Be  12    1.7916   3 
             4009    0.96693 
             8016    0.01102 
             1001    0.02205 
            1.000    310.9    end 
 
' Fuel Meat 
 
hf         16   den=13.31     1.000    310.9    end 
be         17   den=1.850      1.000    310.9    end 
be         18  den=1.850      1.000    310.9    end 
hf         19  den=13.31      1.000    310.9    end 
 
'be         16   den=1.850      1.000    310.9    end 
'hf         17   den=13.31     1.000    310.9    end 
'hf         18  den=13.31      1.000    310.9    end 
'be         19  den=1.850      1.000    310.9    end 
  ' Fuel Meat 
atomfuelmeat   20   1.14 18 
                92234   5.8138E-6 
                92235   5.3838E-04 
                92236   2.0175E-06 
                92238   3.2277E-05 
                 5010   7.7152E-06 
                 5011   3.1055E-05 
                 6000   9.6925E-06 
                13027   2.3258E-02 
                14000   1.0764E-04 
                26000   6.3152E-05 
                29000   2.1804E-05 
                25055   1.3757E-05 
                12000   2.0730E-04 
                24000   1.8896E-05 
'               30000                                                     com='Zn not available used Cu' 
                29000   1.9263E-05 
                22000   1.5785E-05 
                 1001   3.8813E-02 
                 8016   1.9056E-02  




  ' Fuel Meat 
atomfuelmeat   21   1.14 18 
                92234   5.8138E-6 
                92235   5.3838E-04 
                92236   2.0175E-06 
                92238   3.2277E-05 
                 5010   7.7152E-06 
                 5011   3.1055E-05 
                 6000   9.6925E-06 
                13027   2.3258E-02 
                14000   1.0764E-04 
                26000   6.3152E-05 
                29000   2.1804E-05 
                25055   1.3757E-05 
                12000   2.0730E-04 
                24000   1.8896E-05 
'               30000                                                     com='Zn not available used Cu' 
                29000   1.9263E-05 
                22000   1.5785E-05 
                 1001   3.8813E-02 
                 8016   1.9056E-02  
                1.000    310.9   end  
' Fuel Meat 
atomfuelmeat   22   1.14 18 
                92234   5.8138E-6 
                92235   5.3838E-04 
                92236   2.0175E-06 
                92238   3.2277E-05 
                 5010   7.7152E-06 
                 5011   3.1055E-05 
                 6000   9.6925E-06 
                13027   2.3258E-02 
                14000   1.0764E-04 
                26000   6.3152E-05 
                29000   2.1804E-05 
                25055   1.3757E-05 
                12000   2.0730E-04 
                24000   1.8896E-05 
'               30000                                                     com='Zn not available used Cu' 
                29000   1.9263E-05 
                22000   1.5785E-05 
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                 1001   3.8813E-02 
                 8016   1.9056E-02  
                1.000    310.9   end 
' Fuel Meat 
atomfuelmeat   23   1.14 18 
                92234   5.8138E-6 
                92235   5.3838E-04 
                92236   2.0175E-06 
                92238   3.2277E-05 
                 5010   7.7152E-06 
                 5011   3.1055E-05 
                 6000   9.6925E-06 
                13027   2.3258E-02 
                14000   1.0764E-04 
                26000   6.3152E-05 
                29000   2.1804E-05 
                25055   1.3757E-05 
                12000   2.0730E-04 
                24000   1.8896E-05 
'               30000                                                     com='Zn not available used Cu' 
                29000   1.9263E-05 
                22000   1.5785E-05 
                 1001   3.8813E-02 
                 8016   1.9056E-02  
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   1     1     'cold water '     end 
   2     1     'side plates'     end 
   3     1     'moderator'       end 
   4     1     'reflector'       end 
   5     1     'hotwater'        end 
   6     1     'hafnium'         end 
   8     1     'helium'          end 
   12    1     'OSCC Be'         end 
   16    1     'HF_2_BE_CW'      end 
   17    1     'BE_2_HF_CCW'     end 
   18    1     'BE_2_HF_CW'      end 
   19    1     'HF_2_BE_CCW'     end 
   20    1     'NW 1 Region Fuel'   end 
   21    1     'NE 1 Region Fuel'   end 
   22    1     'SW 1 Region Fuel'   end 







   global unit 1 
   cuboid      2000  4p100.0                                               com='pcs' 
   cylinder    1990  100.0       sides=24                                  com='outer water reflector' 
   cylinder    1900  68.58       sides=24                                  com='ref tank' 
   media    2  1  1900                                                     com='Al ref tank' 
   media    3  1  1990  -1900                                              com='outer water reflector' 
   media    8  1  2000  -1990                                              com='outer bounds' 
 
' Outer Beryllium Reflector 
   hole     50    rotate  a1=45                                            com='north quadrant beryllium 
reflector' 
   hole     50    rotate  a1=315                                           com='east quadrant beryllium 
reflector' 
   hole     50    rotate  a1=225                                           com='south quadrant beryllium 
reflector' 





' Aluminum Neck Shim Housing 
   hole     53                                                             com='neck shim housing' 
 
' Fuel 
   hole     100   origin   x=0.00000      y=21.59001     rotate a1=270     com='fuel elements 
1,2' 
   hole     100   origin   x=21.59000     y=21.59000     rotate a1=90      com='fuel elements 
3,4' 
   hole     100   origin   x=21.59000     y=21.59000     rotate a1=0       com='fuel elements 
5,6' 
   hole     100   origin   x=21.59000     y=21.59000     rotate a1=270     com='fuel elements 
7,8' 
   hole     100   origin   x=21.59001     y=0.00000      rotate a1=90      com='fuel elements 
9,10' 
   hole     101   origin   x=21.59001     y=0.00000      rotate a1=180     com='fuel elements 
11,12' 
   hole     101   origin   x=21.59000     y=-21.59000    rotate a1=0       com='fuel elements 
13,14' 
   hole     101   origin   x=21.59000     y=-21.59000    rotate a1=270     com='fuel elements 
15,16' 
   hole     101   origin   x=21.59000     y=-21.59000    rotate a1=180     com='fuel elements 
17,18' 
   hole     101   origin   x=0.00000      y=-21.59001    rotate a1=0       com='fuel elements 
19,20' 
   hole     102   origin   x=0.00000      y=-21.59001    rotate a1=90      com='fuel elements 
21,22' 
   hole     102   origin   x=-21.59000    y=-21.59000    rotate a1=270     com='fuel 
elements 23,24' 
   hole     102   origin   x=-21.59000    y=-21.59000    rotate a1=180     com='fuel 
elements 25,26' 
   hole     102   origin   x=-21.59000    y=-21.59000    rotate a1=90      com='fuel elements 
25,26' 
   hole     102   origin   x=-21.59001    y=0.00000      rotate a1=270     com='fuel elements 
29,30' 
   hole     103   origin   x=-21.59001    y=0.00000      rotate a1=0       com='fuel elements 
31,32' 
   hole     103   origin   x=-21.59000    y=21.59000     rotate a1=180     com='fuel elements 
33,34' 
   hole     103   origin   x=-21.59000    y=21.59000     rotate a1=90      com='fuel elements 
35,36' 




   hole     103   origin   x=0.00000      y=21.59001     rotate a1=180     com='fuel elements 
39,40' 
 
'  Flux Trap Baffles 
   hole     18    origin   x=0.00000      y=21.59001                       com='north flux trap 
baffle' 
   hole     18    origin   x=21.59000     y=21.59000                       com='northeast flux trap 
baffle' 
   hole     18    origin   x=21.59001     y=0.00000                        com='east flux trap baffle' 
   hole     18    origin   x=21.59000     y=-21.59000                      com='southeast flux trap 
baffle' 
   hole     18    origin   x=0.00000      y=-21.59001                      com='south flux trap 
baffle' 
   hole     18    origin   x=-21.59000    y=-21.59000                      com='southwest flux trap 
baffle' 
   hole     18    origin   x=-21.59001    y=0.00000                        com='west flux trap 
baffle' 





' Change the angle of the outer shim control cylinder by changing the 'a1' value 
' to the desired rotation angle.  
' REMEMBER: Shim numbers 3 and 4 must have a negative value in front of the 
' angle to rotate the cylinders the right direction. 
'***********************************************************************
******** 
' NE Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     23    origin   x=10.16961     y=43.01896     rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_NW   
com='N3 OSCC' 
   hole     24    origin   x=30.00890     y=44.37307     rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_NW   
com='N4 OSCC' 
   hole     25    origin   x=44.37307     y=30.00890     rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_NW    
com='E1 OSCC' 
   hole     26    origin   x=43.01896     y=10.16961     rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_NW    
com='E2 OSCC' 
 
' SE Outer Shim Control Cylinders 




   hole     28    origin   x=44.37307     y=-30.00890    rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_NE   
com='E4 OSCC' 
   hole     29    origin   x=30.00890     y=-44.37307    rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_NE    
com='S1 OSCC' 
   hole     30    origin   x=10.16961     y=-43.01896    rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_NE    
com='S2 OSCC' 
 
' SW Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     31    origin   x=-10.16961    y=-43.01896    rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_SW   
com='S3 OSCC' 
   hole     32    origin   x=-30.00890    y=-44.37307    rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_SW   
com='S4 OSCC' 
   hole     33    origin   x=-44.37307    y=-30.00890    rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_SW    
com='W1 OSCC' 
   hole     34    origin   x=-43.01896    y=-10.16961    rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_SW    
com='W2 OSCC' 
 
' NW Outer Shim Control Cylinders 
   hole     35    origin   x=-43.01896    y=10.16961     rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_SE   
com='W3 OSCC' 
   hole     36    origin   x=-44.37307    y=30.00890     rotate a1=-ROT_SHIM_SE   
com='W4 OSCC' 
   hole     21    origin   x=-30.00890    y=44.37307     rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_SE    
com='N1 OSCC' 
   hole     22    origin   x=-10.16961    y=43.01896     rotate a1=ROT_SHIM_SE    
com='N2 OSCC' 






'  Fill Units 
'***********************************************************************
******** 
    
' Flux Traps 
   unit 18 
   cylinder    450   7.46125     sides=24                                  com='flux trap baffle OR' 
   media    2  1     450                                                   com='water in flux trap' 




'Beryllium Reflector Attributes 
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder N1 
   unit 21 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=-99.717                      com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder N2 
   unit 22 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=-113.049                      com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder N3 
   unit 23 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=-126.945                      com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder N4 
   unit 24 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=219.720                       com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder E1 
   unit 25 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=170.280                       com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder E2 
   unit 26 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=156.945                       com='OSCC' 
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   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder E3 
   unit 27 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=143.049                        com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder E4 
   unit 28 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=129.717                        com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder S1 
   unit 29 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=80.283                        com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder S2 
   unit 30 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=66.951                        com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder S3 
   unit 31 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=53.055                         com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder S4 
   unit 32 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=40.280                        com='OSCC' 
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   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder W1 
   unit 33 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=-9.728                       com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder W2 
   unit 34 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=-23.055                       com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder W3 
   unit 35 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=-36.951                       com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder W4 
   unit 36 
   cylinder    290   9.5250      sides=24                                  com='OSCC water OR' 
   media    3  1     290 
   hole     41                   rotate   a1=-50.283                       com='OSCC' 
   boundary    290  
 
' Outer Shim Control Cylinder Hafnium/Beryllium 
   unit 41 
   cylinder    120   9.19480     sides=24                                  com='OSCC beryllium large 
OR' 
   cylinder    110   9.19480     sides=24                                  com='OSCC hafnium OR' 
                                 chord +x=0.0   chord +y=-4.4402 
   cylinder    100   8.5598      sides=24                                  com='OSCC hafnium IR' 
   cylinder    090   1.42875     sides=24                                  com='OSCC beryllium IR' 
   media       3  1   90                                                   com='OSCC central water' 
   media       4  1  100   -90                                             com='inner beryllium' 
   media       4  1  120   -110   -100                                     com='outer beryllium' 
   media       6  1  110   -100                                            com='OSCC hafnium' 
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   hole 60 
   hole 65 
   hole 70 
   hole 75 
   boundary    120  10 10  
'  HF_2_BE_CW 
   unit 60 
   cylinder    250   9.19480     sides=24  chord +x=0.0   chord +y=7.0 
   cylinder    100   8.5598      sides=24 
   media      16  1  250   -100 
   boundary    250  10 10 
'  BE_2_HF_CCW 
   unit 65 
   cylinder    250   9.19480     sides=24  chord -x=0.0   chord +y=7.0 
   cylinder    100   8.5598      sides=24 
   media      17  1  250   -100 
   boundary    250  10 10 
'  BE_2_HF_CW 
   unit 70 
   cylinder    250   9.19480     sides=24  chord +x=4.0   chord -y=-4.002 
   cylinder    100   8.5598      sides=24 
   media      18  1  250   -100 
   boundary    250 10 10 
'  HF_2_BE_CCW 
   unit 75 
   cylinder    250   9.19480     sides=24  chord +x=7.40000   chord -y=-1.00 
   cylinder    100   8.5598      sides=24 
   media      19  1  250   -100 
   boundary    250 10 10 
 
' Beryllium Reflector 
   unit 50 
   cylinder    1890  64.29375    sides=24                                  com='outer reflector' 
                  chord  +x=0  chord  +y=0 
   media    4  1  1890                                                     com='Be outside lobes' 
   boundary    1890   
 
' Aluminum Neck Shim Housing 
   unit 53 
   cuboid      1800  4p21.590798    rotate a1=0                            com='neck shim outer 
bounds' 
   cylinder    1790  6.83006    sides=24                                   com='neck shim inner water' 
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   media    5  1  1790                                                     com='neck shim inner water' 
   media    2  1  1800  -1790                                              com='Al cruciform' 
   boundary    1800 
 
' NW Region Fuel 
   unit 100 
   cylinder    3000  14.18082    chord +y=0.0   chord +x=0.0   sides=24    com='water 
channel 20 OR' 
   media    20  1     3000                                                  com='channel 20' 
   boundary    3000    
' NE Region Fuel 
   unit 101 
   cylinder    3000  14.18082    chord +y=0.0   chord +x=0.0   sides=24    com='water 
channel 20 OR' 
   media    21  1     3000                                                  com='channel 20' 
   boundary    3000    
' SW Region Fuel 
   unit 102 
   cylinder    3000  14.18082    chord +y=0.0   chord +x=0.0   sides=24    com='water 
channel 20 OR' 
   media    22  1     3000                                                  com='channel 20' 
   boundary    3000    
' SE Region Fuel 
   unit 103 
   cylinder    3000  14.18082    chord +y=0.0   chord +x=0.0   sides=24    com='water 
channel 20 OR' 
   media    23  1     3000                                                  com='channel 20' 












APPENDIX E:  MODIFICATIONS MADE TO THE NEWT SOURCE 
CODE FOR USE WITH PERTN 








Collapse.f90:   
 
This subroutine uses material fluxes to collapse cross-sections for each nuclide in a 
material to a broad-group form.  To help reading in the collapse cross section the 
following line was commented out so that zero cross sections were also printed. 
Before: 
                   if(tmpstr(ipos:ipos+6).eq.'0.00000') tmpstr(ipos:ipos+10) = '              
 
After: 
!  Modified by Josh Peterson October 2 2009.  I like the clutter 




This subroutine prints basic problem parameters, fluxes and flux moments to a binary file 
for the 2D ESC solution, for use by other codes.  These parameters were also printed to 





   use module_angle, only: ndir, nmom, r, wt, Ye 
 
After:  
   use module_angle, only: ndir, nmom, r, wt, Ye, mu, eta 
 
______________________ 
Before: line 14 
                               fluxmoms, momcount, sideflux, current,  
cleakage,zone_aflux,bcflux, fluxrat 
After:  
                               fluxmoms, momcount, sideflux, current, 
cleakage,zone_aflux,bcflux, fluxrat, angularflux 
____________________ 
Before: line 18 
   use module_xndata, only: chi, den, iftg, igm, maxpn, mxt, nmix, nuc, numen, sigfnu,     
matpn, ebn, sigkaf 
After: line 18-20 
 !     Added sigs_z and sigma_t so I can obtain the information for perturbation theory 
   use module_xndata, only: chi, den, iftg, igm, maxpn, mxt, nmix, nuc, numen, sigfnu, 
matpn, ebn, sigkaf, & 
                             sigs_z, sigt, mixs 
_____________ 
Before: line 24 
   integer :: imom,binfil,icell,i,j,ig,nsides,l,m,imat,lines,oldzones 
After: line 26 
   integer :: imom,binfil,icell,i,j,ig,k,nsides,l,m,imat,lines,oldzones, out2, out1, n 
________________ 
Before: line 27 
   double precision :: expandedflux(numcells,0:nmom), sumflx, sumpwr, volflux 
 
After: line 29c27 




After: line 42-60 
  




























   endif 
147,148d125 
     if(forward) 
write(25,"(5x,i5,2x,i4,3(2x,1pe12.5))")i,zonemix(i),zoneflx(i),zonepwr(i),zonevol(i) 
  
After: line 152 




After: line 165-173 
  out2=out 
 out=20; 
 out1=21; 
 if(forward) write(out) numzones,numcells,nummat,nmix,maxpn,ndir,nmom,numen, oldzones 
 if(forward) write(out1,*) numzones,numcells,nummat,nmix,maxpn,ndir,nmom,numen, oldzones 
 ! write(out)'Record 1' 
 !write(out) 'Zones    Cells   Mixtur  Mixtab & 





After: line 193-197 
 if(forward) write(out) xglobal%minbc, & 
                &xglobal%maxbc,yglobal%minbc,yglobal%maxbc,iorder,iftg,igm,wrklib 
 if(forward) write(out1,*) xglobal%minbc, & 





After: line 200-202 
 if(forward) write(out)10,-1,-1,-1,-1,iorder,iftg,igm,wrklib,title 





After: line 227-245 
 
 166 
  ! if(forward) write(out)'Record 3 volume cells,        material,    numsides,  all 
vertices' 
   
  !do j=1,numcells 
   if(forward) write(out)cell(:)%volume,cell(:)%material,cell(:)%numsides 
 if(forward) write(out1,*)cell(:)%volume,cell(:)%material,cell(:)%numsides 
  
 !   if(forward) write(out) 
((vertices(j)%side(i)%x,vertices(j)%side(i)%y,i=1,cell(j)%numsides),j=1,numcells) 




if (forward) then 
do j=1,numcells 
   do i=1,cell(j)%numsides 
       write(out) ((vertices(j)%side(i)%x)), ((vertices(j)%side(i)%y)) 
       write(out1,*) ((vertices(j)%side(i)%x)), ((vertices(j)%side(i)%y)) 







After: line 257-263 
 one=1.0 
 ! if(forward) write(out)'Record 4 Weigts in angular qudrature and scattering constand 
for flux moments' 
!if(forward) write(out) wt(:),(one,(Ye(i,j),i=1,nmom),j=1,ndir) ! R(0,j) is always 1.0 
and is not saved 
!if(forward) write(out1,*) wt(:),(one,(Ye(i,j),i=1,nmom),j=1,ndir) ! 
if(forward) write(out) wt(:),(one,(Ye(i,j),i=1,nmom),j=1,ndir)! R(0,j) is always 1.0 and 
is not saved 





After; line 276-279 
  if(forward) write(out)zonenum(:),zonemix(:),zonemixno(:) 





After: line 289-291 
 if(forward) write(out) mxt(:),nuc(:),matpn(:),den(:) 




After: line 302-325 
 if(forward) write(out) matid(:),((chi(i,j),j=1,numen),i=1,nummat),& 
         ((sigfnu(i,j),j=1,numen),i=1,nummat),((sigt(i,j),j=1,numen),i=1,nummat),ebn(:) 
 if(forward) write(out1,*) matid(:),((chi(i,j),j=1,numen),i=1,nummat),& 
         ((sigfnu(i,j),j=1,numen),i=1,nummat),((sigt(i,j),j=1,numen),i=1,nummat),ebn(:) 
  
 ! *** 
 ! Record 7.5!!!!!! 
 !  Sigma_scatter(i,j,k,l) i=1:numat j=1:numen k=1:numen l=1:matpn(imat) 
 !  *** 
 !if(forward) write(out) 'Record 7.5 SigmaT(mat,energy,enrgy,lorder)' 
 if(forward) write(out) mixs 
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 if(forward) write(out1,*) mixs 
 do i=1,mixs 
   do j=1,numen 
     do k=1,numen 
       do l = 0,maxpn 
          if(forward)    write(out) sigs_z(i,j,k,l) 
          if(forward)    write(out1,*) sigs_z(i,j,k,l) 
       end do 
     end do 
   end do 





After: line 333-346d234 
 if(forward) then 
 ! write(out)'Record 8 keff' 
 else 
 ! write(out)'Record 8 keff for the Adjoint Flux' 
 endif 
  write(out) keff 
  write(out1,*) keff 
 !  This is for other spect when calculating exact perturbaiton 
  if (forward) then  
      write(22,*) keff 
  else 
      write(23,*) keff 





   end do 
After: line 373-399 
      write(out) ((expandedflux(i,j),i=1,numcells),j=0,nmom) 
    write(out1,*) ((expandedflux(i,j),i=1,numcells),j=0,nmom) 
 !  This is for other spect when calculating exact perturbaiton 
  if (forward) then  
     write(22,*) ((expandedflux(i,j),i=1,numcells),j=0,nmom) 
   else 
     write(23,*) ((expandedflux(i,j),i=1,numcells),j=0,nmom) 
  endif 
  
  
 end do 
  
 write(out) (((zone_aflux(n,icell,ig),icell=1,numcells),ig=1,numen),n=1,ndir) 




  if (forward) then 
        write(22,*) (((zone_aflux(n,icell,ig),icell=1,numcells),ig=1,numen),n=1,ndir) 
 !         write(22,*) (((angularflux(n,icell,ig),icell=1,numcells),ig=1,numen),n=1,ndir) 
  
  else 
         write(23,*)  (((zone_aflux(n,icell,ig),icell=1,numcells),ig=1,numen),n=1,ndir) 
 !          write(23,*)  
(((angularflux(n,icell,ig),icell=1,numcells),ig=1,numen),n=1,ndir) 
  





Before: line 269 
   do ig = 1,numen 
After: line 407 
!  do ig = 1,numen 
 
_________________________ 
Before: line 271-273 
     write(binfil)((current(lines,ig,i), lines=1,numlines),i=1,6) 
     write(binfil)(sideflux(lines,ig), lines=1,numlines) 
     write(binfil)(cleakage(icell,ig), icell=1,numcells) 
After: 409-411c271,273 
  !   write(binfil)((current(lines,ig,i), lines=1,numlines),i=1,6) 
  !   write(binfil)(sideflux(lines,ig), lines=1,numlines) 
  !   write(binfil)(cleakage(icell,ig), icell=1,numcells) 
_____________________ 
Before: line 277 
   end do 
After: line 415c277 
 !  end do 
_____________________________ 
Before: line 289 
   write(binfil) bcflux 
After:  line 427 
 !  write(binfil) bcflux 
 
______________________________ 
Before: line 293 
After: line 432-435 
 
   close(out) 




This subroutine reads in the parameter input from the NEWT input deck.  It has been 





     saveangular = .false. 
 
After: 
  !  saveangular = .false. 





This subroutine prepares mixed macroscopic cross-sections using microscopic cross-
section from the working library.  This subroutine was modified to save the macroscopic 




Before: line 46 
   integer :: ifirst,efirst,elast,pn,lpn,icount 
 
After: line 41,42 
 !  Modifed by Josh Peterson 




After:  line 46-57 
 !  Changed by Josh Peterson for perturbation 
 !   
 logical :: perturbs = .true. 
 integer :: l 
  
 binary=20; 










After: line 309-314  
 !  Modifed by Josh to work only with forward 
         if (forward) then 
             write(binary)sigt(n,ien),sigfnu(n,ien),chi(n,ien) 
             write(text,*)sigt(n,ien),sigfnu(n,ien),chi(n,ien) 




After: line 317-321 
         if (forward) then 
              write(binary)sigt(n,ien),sigfnu(n,ien),chi(n,ien) 
              write(text,*)sigt(n,ien),sigfnu(n,ien),chi(n,ien) 
          endif 
______________ 
Before: line 378 




After: line 379-380 
 !  Modified by Josh Peterson October 2 2009.  I like the clutter 




After: line 388-398 
!  Modifed by Josh to print Cross section informaotn only when is callled forward 
   if (forward) then 
      do j=1,numen 
        do k=1,numen 
          do l = 0,maxpn 
             write(binary) sigs_z(n,j,k,l) 
            write(text,*) sigs_z(n,j,k,l) 
           end do 
       end do 
     end do 
   endif 
Readxn.f90 
This subroutine reads required microscopic cross-sections from an AMPX working 
library for subsequent mixing into NEWT macroscopic cross-sections.  It was modified 
to save all of the data in an easily read format even if the results were zero.   
 
Before: 
                   if(tmpstr(ipos:ipos+6).eq.'0.00000') tmpstr(ipos:ipos+10) = '            
 
After:  
 !  Modified by Josh Peterson October 2 2009.  I like the clutter 




This subroutine calls routines for reading input and pre-iteration problem setup.   It was 
modified so when the parameter flag is set to not run then it will stop without having to 
spend time in the geometry section of NEWT.  This was a quick way of generating cross 





After: line 38 




After: line 116-121 
! *** Josh Peterson.  This just exits after runing for no and after printing cross 
section info from mixem 
if(perturbs.eq. .true.) then 
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